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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Enabling personalized recommendation services requires knowledge about the 
content and knowledge about the users of this content. To automate the 
recommendation services this knowledge has to be made understandable for 
computers. Metadata enrichment is a process in the core of doing this.  It consists in 
extracting semantics from TV content and thus facilitating the generation of its 
descriptions. This report presents a state of the art of the problem of metadata 
enrichment for TV content. It regards the TV content as Media Content and 
Electronic Program Guides (EPGs), and outlines the methods necessary to acquire 
knowledge from them. The method of semantic annotation is described in detail 
featuring a twofold process of information extraction and identity resolution against a 
predefined ontology and knowledge base. Acquisition of knowledge from audio/video 
content like annotation of the region of interest and extraction of the sequence of 
interest are also explored. The semantic web technologies and the linking open data 
are presented as leading the way towards our research objectives of deriving a 
model for metadata enrichment for TV content. The methods and approaches for 
metadata enrichment from text and from audio/video are described, and a direct 
connection with the project use cases personalized TV news and Internet TV in the 
Social Web is being made. 
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1. Introduction  
 
The semantic web provides us with architecture for collaboration. Enabling personalized 
recommendation services to TV viewers is a research objective that can be resolved by 
exploring semantic web technologies. This task requires knowledge about the content and 
knowledge about the users of this content. Metadata enrichment through semantic 
annotation is a process which enables the acquisition of knowledge. It consists in extracting 
semantics from TV content and thus facilitating the generation of its descriptions. Metadata 
enrichment from audio/video and metadata enrichment from text are distinguished in this 
report. The following sections outline the perspective of IPTV, and the problem of metadata 
enrichment from text and audio/video content. They present the state of the art of semantic 
annotation and describe the adopted approach to handle the research objective of deriving a 
model for metadata enrichment for TV content.  

2. Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) 
 
IPTV, the television of the future, presents a challenge for service providers to be discovered 
to offer their services and for users to find content of interest. This is how the information 
about viewers tastes and TV media content become critical in the pursuit of quality services 
and satisfied viewers. Providing with detailed information about the TV content and viewers 
tastes enables recommendation. In order to allow this it is necessary to transform the raw TV 
media content into metadata.  
 
IPTV service providers can recommend access to their services by publishing EPG 
(Electronic Program Guides) pushed to the user, or accessible via a portal. Such guides will 
exploit metadata in different formats adapted to the type of query, and publish raw metadata 
for use by third parties (acting as recommendation service providers) such as portal 
developers, manufacturers, and search engines. If no API is provided by the service 
provider, the recommendation service provider must do web page extraction to infer the 
possible metadata models, which leads to very poor reusability and scalability. Such service 
providers should be encouraged to use a simple unified annotation format to facilitate data 
mining to their own benefit for a larger access to their services. 
 
Deploying semantics in interactive TV context provides a framework for resolving the 
problem of service providers. We address the issues of data integration and enrichment and 
context-aware discovery of resources as a necessary building block for obtaining actionable 
semantic services which will make possible viewers to become central to the interactive 
program selection processes, by processing TV content.  

3. Metadata Enrichment – The Problem  
 
The semantic web provides us with architecture for collaboration, allowing complex technical 
challenges to be shared by a loosely-coordinated community of developers. The unexpected 
reuse of information is the value added by the Web. This powerful tool can be used in 
providing quality TV recommendations to viewers. 
 
The problem of content enrichment can be understood and handled in several ways: 

(a) Content can be enriched by processing the social data of Linking Open Data [8] 
resources to obtain information about the tastes of groups of people or individuals 
and apply it to parameters which will enable the selection of appropriate 
recommendations  [1]. 
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(b) Content can be enriched by querying the web for related articles to a given identified 
topic and displayed to the users in an appropriate format [2]. 

(c) Content can be enriched by extracting information and mapping it to a predefined 
ontology and knowledge base, thus producing a wealth of metadata [3], [4]. 

 
We distinguish two kinds of TV content: TV media content and Electronic Program Guides 
(EPG). TV media content comprises all kinds of streamed audio/video information. EPGs 
present the programming schedule of TV.   
 
TV media content has two kinds of sources: audio/video and textual (cf. Fig1). In order to 
make this information usable and actionable it is necessary to transform the information into 
metadata, which will in turn be used in the process of acquiring contexts and knowledge 
about the recommendations that can be made to viewers.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Content Enrichment 

 
The metadata are per se structured information which is produced from mapping the 
identified relevant content to predefined knowledge bases. The process of metadata 
enrichment is assigning metadata information to raw content by processing it, matching it to 
structured information stored in ontologies as shown in figure 1. Metadata are the means to 
organize content on the web.  
 
Acquiring metadata from Media content and EPGs allows the ability of answering questions 
of the sort: talk shows about US economy in the week of April 20ieth, movies with Richard 
Gere, non-fiction produced between 1989 and 1995 in Eastern Europe, major accidents in 
Italy, Madonna concerts in May. This is the core of the production of personalized electronic 
program guides, which are to contain just the information of interest to a given viewer, and to 
bring personalized recommendations.  
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Adopting the external sources of information as the Linking Open Data [8] poses issues of  
(a) (a) reliability of the collected data – are they to be trusted,  
(b) their structure – are their representations easily loadable in existing repositories,  
(c) volume – is the size of the knowledge sources easily adaptable,  
(d) interconnectedness – is there explicit connection between different knowledge 

sources, and how easy it is to establish these kinds of connections,  
(e) noise – how much of the available resources bring erroneous or irrelevant 

information.  
Which will be addressed in the process of selection and handling of the data. 
 

1.1 Media Content and EPG 

 
Media content differs from the content presented in EPGs. EPGs are semi-structured 
documents with keywords like expressions depicting in a summary form the TV schedule 
and the different broadcasts. The EPG resembles a database containing information about 
broadcast types, people, producers, brief descriptions of the broadcast shows, time 
schedules, whereas the media content represents different genres which have all to be 
singled out. Media content is largely unstructured information presented as audio/video and 
text in the form of transcribed audio/video content. It can be acquired through segmentation 
and transformed into text by using automatic speech recognizer.  
 
Acquisition of metadata from media content is different from acquisition of metadata from 
EPG. The difference is based on the difference in the structure of these two types of 
documents. The techniques used to process the electronic program guide should differ from 
the techniques used to process the media content. The electronic program guide can be 
processed with techniques based on named entity recognition [9], [10]. The unstructured 
media content should be handled with more advanced natural language processing 
techniques, as described in section [4.2]. The program guides are more adapted to be 
queried with keywords based techniques than the unstructured media content information. 
Both techniques have to be and will be explored and developed in order to achieve the 
capacity to provide rich metadata as an underlying requirement for a quality 
recommendation service. 
 

4. Metadata Enrichment from Texts 
 
As a main component of metadata enrichment, metadata acquisition plays a key role 
because the quality of metadata acquired will directly determine user experience for 
metadata use. 
 
TV media content and EPGs contain information that has to be processed and transformed 
into metadata in order to be used in automatic recommendation systems. The generation of 
metadata is a process of information extraction and assigning information based on a given 
ontology in the form of annotations.  
 
The acquiring of metadata from texts happens with NLP based techniques which identify 
relevant pieces of information.  Usually natural language processing techniques are being 
used in the language expression identification phase. In this phase chunks of text are 
identified as describing information referred to with certain metadata (cf. fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Transformation of text into metadata. 

 
The transformation of textual information into metadata is the process of identifying chunks 
of text, sequences of words, as describing particular metadata.  
  
With the rapid growth of electronic resources and the continuous emergence of new 
information requirements, acquiring effective metadata has become more difficult. Major 
problem with processing the content in order to transform it into metadata is the recognition 
of the right textual elements - information extraction, and mapping them to the correct 
elements of the existing knowledge base – identity resolution, e.g. finding one 
representation of a unique object.  
 
The metadata enrichment should take place with automatic feeding with information from 
external sources such as Linking Open Data Knowledge bases, Review ratings, Video 
material, etc. Segmented video and audio content are also added to the metadata, and thus 
become part of the metadata enrichment. 
 
In this scenario problems that arise are along the lines of  

How to identify relevant information  
How to aggregate relevant information 
How to select relevant information 
How to present relevant information 

Dynamically, in a dynamically changing environment 
 
The process of information extraction, identity resolution, acquiring meta knowledge and 
conveying meta knowledge will be covered using the method of semantic annotation (KIM 
platform) [3], described in the following section. 
 

4.1 Semantic Annotation 

 
We understand under semantic annotation the process of identification of knowledge 
elements in text and mapping them to instances and entities in a given knowledge base.  
 
Semantic annotation [3] is the process of automatic generation of named-entity annotations 
with class and instance references to a semantic repository.  This is a model for semantic 
content enrichment. The approach presents a specific metadata generation and usage 
schema targeted to enable new information access methods and extend existing ones.  
 
Semantic annotation is assigning to entities in the text links to their semantic description, 
giving both class and instance information about the entities referred to in the documents (cf. 
fig.3). Semantic annotation is applicable for web, non-web documents, text fields in data 
bases.  
 

< metadata1 > < metadata2> 
> 

[TxtChunk1] [TxtChunk2] [TxtChunk3] 
[TxtChunk4] 
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Figure 3.  Semantic annotation 

 
The automatic semantic annotation can be seen as a classical named entity recognition and 
annotation process. The named entity type is specified by reference to an ontology, and the 
semantic annotation requires identification of the entity. The approach of semantic 
annotation comprises two processes: (a)  information extraction and (b) identity resolution.  
 

 
Figure 4. Semantic annotation in use 
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For the end-user, for example KIM functionality is straightforward and simple – requesting 
annotation from a browser plug-in, which highlights the entities in the current content and 
generated a hyperlink used for further exploration of the available knowledge for the entity 
(fig. 4).  
 
In summary, the adopted method of semantic annotation consists in the following:  

(a) building ontology of entities and events,  
(b) figuring out the connection between the language expressions and the conveyed 

information 
(c) matching RDF content 
(d) producing results in the form of structured information 

 

4.2 Information Extraction  

 

Information extraction is a domain with very distinct connotation. It refers to a shallow 
process of detecting pieces of relevant informational units in texts and representing them in 
the form of attribute value templates. For example, the information extraction engine will 
detect the expression event in London and place the word London in a template with 
attribute location. The core problem in the process of information extraction is the correct 
identification the textual units, segments that describe particular information, knowledge 
element. This is done with natural language processing techniques. 
 
Some natural language processing techniques explore particular parts of the texts to identify 
named entities such as organization names, person names, geographical locations [9],[10]. 
Named entity recognition (NER) is a subtask of information extraction which identifies and 
classifies language expressions into predefined categories, and annotates the input text with 
the recognized categories. There are statistical [9] and rule-based [10] approaches to named 
entity recognition. They give similar results as can be seen from the evaluation sections in 
the two quoted references [9] and [10]. 
 
Kim [3] platform provides semantic annotation indexing and retrieval services and 
infrastructure, by performing semantic annotation and providing services based on the 
results. The information extraction that it performs matches the results to a process of 
identity resolution, based on an ontology and massive knowledge base.  
 
Once the knowledge element detected in text, and extracted, it needs to be correctly 
identified as matching an instance of the knowledge base of reference (cf. fig. 3). The 
information extraction process identifies the text chunk, the knowledge element and 
proceeds to identity resolution by matching the result to the instance information for each 
known named entity in the text. It adds the new entities with their semantic descriptions and 
relations to the knowledge base. Thus, as a result each named entity is linked to its type and 
to its individual semantic description.  
 
Other natural language processing techniques work on the entire text and analyze all words 
and relationships between them in order to identify facts, events, happenings along with the 
named entities. Such techniques are represented in the following paragraphs. They all 
process all words in texts, build structures and interpret their meaning by giving rise to 
different actual applications. They differ from the previously mentioned approach of key word 
spotting and named entity recognition, because their main purpose is to understand the 
meaning of the text and capture as many concepts and relations between words as possible. 
 
Such natural language processing techniques produce systems (cf. section Related Work) 
that are able to interpret full natural language expressions and can be seen as 
complimentary to the semantic web, which categorizes and classifies content and brings it to 
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unique identifiers, as they produce an interpretation layer between raw text and data 
represented in ontologies of the sort of DBpedia and all Linking Open Data by handling the 
full stream of natural language input to identify metadata. 
 
We will need to incorporate such techniques, for example based on GATE [10] or UIMA [54], 
in our solution in order to be able to match TV content to use TV programming ontologies as 
described in BBC/programmes (fig. 5). Such techniques ensure the necessary mechanisms 
to make identification of language expressions describing notions related to TV 
programming such as Broadcast, RepeatBroadcast, Series, Episode, Newscast, Subtitle, 
etc. as knowledge elements possible. 

 
RegionalRadio - testing 
regional radio 

Radio services aiming at a regional coverage. 

subClassOf 
po:Radio 
po:Service 
 
RepeatBroadcast - unstable 
repeat 

Specifies a broadcast as being a repeat. 

subClassOf 
event:Event 
po:Broadcast 

Figure 5. BBC Programs Ontology – sample. 

 

4.3 Identity Resolution  

 

The process of identity resolution is the ability to determine that two or more data 
representations can be resolved into one representation of a unique object.  It analyzes all of 
the information relating to individuals and/or entities from multiple sources of data, and then 
determines which identities are a match and what, if any, non-obvious relationships exist 
between those identities. Identity resolution solutions provide efficient ways to search huge 
amounts of information looking for comparisons that match. Identity resolution looks at 
addresses, names, social security numbers, dates, and customer history to make 
interconnections between different identity records. Identity Resolution assigns every 
individual or business a unique identifier.  
 
Identity resolution has a counterpart in data matching. Data matching involves bringing 
together data from different sources and comparing it. But identity resolution engines provide 
the non-obvious relationship detection element missing from simple matching engines. They 
provide deeper analysis of identity and entity matches and clusters, and then make 
automated decisions, which impact business processes in real time, limiting the need for 
human intervention. Identity resolution engines have the capability to connect to wider 
varieties of data types, to handle larger volumes of data, and to provide much deeper 
analysis into why something matched rather than if something matched. 
 
The process of identity resolution is closely related to the ontology development and use. 
The named entity references in the text are linked to an entity individual in the knowledge 
base thus keeping the semantic description and extending it with the information extraction 
process. The entity instances all bear unique identifiers that allow the annotations to be 
linked to the exact individual in the knowledge base. The semantic descriptions are in the 
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knowledge base (semantic repository) and KIM provides for each entity reference in the text 
a link to the most specific class in the ontology (URI) and a link to the specific instance in the 
knowledge base. Thus each recognized named entity is linked to an individual in the KB and 
the associated semantic description. 
This approach is unique because standard semantic annotation techniques lack the usage 
of ontologies and critical mass of world knowledge to serve as a trusted and reusable basis 
for the automatic recognition and annotation, also they do not link the named entity 
reference in the text with a named entity individual in the knowledge base. Because of this 
unique feature the semantic description of the entity instance reveals its attributes, aliases, 
type, origin source and relations with other individuals. Several Identity resolution engines 
are presented in the following:  
 
• IBM® Identity Resolution: IBM Identity Resolution helps any organization solve business 

problems related to recognizing true identity. It turns inconsistent, ambiguous identity 
and attribute data into a single resolved entity across multiple data sets, even despite 
deliberate attempts at misrepresentation. 
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/db2/eas/identity/ 

 
• Informatica Identity Resolution: Informatica Identity Resolution is robust, highly scalable 

software that enables organizations to search and match identity data from more than 60 
countries simultaneously, in both batch and real time. Informatica Identity Resolution 
uses intelligent algorithms and strategies to locate identity data records inside large 
databases, emulating an expert user’s ability to recognize matches. This powerful 
software also discovers connections among people, accounts, organizations, and 
products that might be hidden in the data to deliver reliably accurate search, match, or 
grouping results.  
http://www.informatica.com/PRODUCTS_SERVICES/IDENTITY_RESOLUTION/Pages/i
ndex.aspx  

 
• IBM DB2 Identity Resolution: DB2 Identity Resolution has an integrated ability to 

determine which names belong to the same root name (e.g. Betty, Liz, and Eliza all root 
to Elizabeth). More than 16 cultures/world regions are included. 
http://www.sgi.com/products/software/eas/downloads/ibmdb2_resolution_identity.pdf 

 
• Norkom Technologies: Powered by IBM InfoSphere Entity Analytic Solutions (EASTM), 

Norkom Identity Resolution enables financial institutions to reduce risk of fraud losses 
and non-compliance by precisely identifying “Who is Who” among customers, 
employees, vendors, or partners.  The solution employs powerful algorithms to evaluate 
all data comprising a given identity, including: variations of names, accounts, social 
security and tax identification numbers, birthdates, and addresses.  Most large-scale 
transactional analysis systems in use today work against customer names or accounts, 
not against resolved identities. This gap leaves banks vulnerable to criminals engaging in 
cash-transaction structuring, real-time transactional fraud through the use of ACH, credit 
cards and wires, and mortgage fraud. Identity Resolution eliminates the gap, reducing 
false positives and increasing true positives in the course of customer due diligence, 
account monitoring, and financial crime investigations. 
http://www.norkom.com/press/press-releases/press-releases-2009/443.html  

 
Identity resolution is necessary in the process of data acquisition from multiple knowledge 
bases to ensure the correct reference to the talked about individual, actor, program, 
geographical location and the like, and transforming it into the correct metadata. We will 
explore the incorporation of such techniques after the process of information extraction. 
 
In order to identify the references of entity relations in the content, one should first have 
identified the entities.  In the later we encounter situations of ambiguities and difficulties in 
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segmentation of content, in the former resolving ambiguities, and amount of information 
necessary to uniquely identify an individual are the main problem.   
Thus, one important facet of the current project will be working on finding ways to detect 
relevant knowledge elements from texts – information extraction task, and matching them to 
the predetermined ontological constructs derived from some chosen resources of Linking 
Open Data – identity resolution task. 
 

4.4 Conveying Meta  Information 

 

After being acquired and identified the metadata have to be conveyed so that it can be used 
by the computers for other purposes. The format of metadata conveying depends on the 
formal framework that has been adopted. In our case we will work with RDF representations 
complying with the format of representation of the semantic web and the Linking Open Data 
representation. The acquired metadata are actually represented as mapping concepts, 
entities and relations from the RDF descriptions of the given Linking Open Data resource.  
 

4.4.1 Ontology 
 

An ontology in computer science terms is a description (like a formal specification of a 
program) of the concepts and relationships that can exist for an agent or a community of 
agents. The ontology is a set of concept definitions. It represents specific knowledge about 
the world.  A simplistic upper-level ontology starts with some basic philosophic distinctions 
between entity types – objects, happenings, abstractions and goes down to the most popular 
entity types such as people, companies, cities, provides many of the inter-domain common 
sense concepts and allows easy domain-specific extensions. The integration of more than 
one domains-specific extension in a single application would not be possible without the 
intermediate role played by the upper-level ontology. The extent of specialization of the 
ontology used in KIM [3] is determined on the basis of research of the entity types in a 
corpus of general news.  
 

4.4.2 Knowledge Base 
 

Ontology’s knowledge base contains definitions of entities, relations and lexical resources 
types. It represents a projection of the world, according to the domain that it is applied to. 
The knowledge base is pre-populated with entities of general importance. They depend on 
the domain of application of the knowledge base. For example, a general knowledge base, 
such as the knowledge base PROTON [13] comprises georgraphic locations, biggest world 
organizations, companies, stock exchanges, position relations for the companies of 
managing personnel, publicly traded companies listed in Google directory, Hoovers online, 
Forbes classifications, Fortune magazines, European business directory, famous people – 
government officials, public company managing personnel, more specific organizations such 
as TV companies. The knowledge base contains also a collection of lexical resources in 
order to enable the information extraction process to recognize new entities and relations. 
This knowledge base will be substituted or extended with knowledge elements from the TV 
domain and Linking Open Data resources. 
 
The extracted named entities can be further used for semantic indexing and retrieval of 
content with respect to entity instance and type. Thus, the process allows the satisfaction of 
requests that inquire for documents which refer to entities described with type, name and 
attribute restrictions, as well as the expected relations between these entities or the sort 
required by the use cases of the project, e.g. talk shows about US economy in the week of 
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April 20ieth, movies with Richard Gere, non-fiction produced between 1989 and 1995 in 
Eastern Europe, major accidents in Italy, Madonna concerts in May and the like. 
 

4.4.3 Knowledge Base Enrichment 
 

The knowledge base is iteratively enriched with entity individuals and relations that come as 
a result of the information extraction process and identity resolution process. 
 
KIM [3] has a functionality of knowledge base enrichment with new entity instances and 
relations. The newly recognized entity annotations lack instance information and are still not 
linked to the knowledge base. These can be entities that are in the recognized part of the 
knowledge base. The entity annotations are matched by their class information and string 
representations against the recognized entities. If a matching entity individual is found, the 
annotation acquires its instance identifier. Otherwise, a new entity individual is constructed 
and added to the knowledge base along with its aliases derived from the list of matching 
entities. 
 
In order to be able to apply the method of semantic annotation we will need to make use of 
an ontology of TV content, and link it to the ontologies of the selected knowledge types from 
Linking Open Data. After the ontology is being built we need to be able to draw explicit 
connection between the language expression and the ontological entities described in the 
knowledge base. 
 
This will be achieved by applying natural language processing based techniques. We will 
load the selected Linking Open Data resources into a local semantic repository OWLIM and 
merge them to the possible extend.  
 
We will run the semantic annotation solution against the new knowledge bases of the 
Linking Open Data. As a result of identifying language expressions and resolving their 
identity in the knowledge bases we will obtain structured information in the form of metadata 
which will be represented as RDF triples. 
 

5. Metadata Enrichment from External Textual Sources  
 
Metadata enrichment from external textual sources is the core of the approach adopted in 
the envisioned solution of processing free text. The following section describes a step by 
step example of the process of metadata enrichment and its effects starting from the raw 
available data, going through the process of semantic annotation (information extraction and 
identity resolution), and providing RDF description of the acquired metadata. Consequently, 
we show how the enriched data can be used in the recommendation services or the choice 
of programs. We also show further ways of enrichment of the information about a named 
entity of interest.   

5.1 Available Raw Data 

 
The raw data are Electronic program guides in the following format. This is the brand 
description of BBC programmes. 
 
Example RDF/XML for a *brand*:  

 <rdf:Description rdf:about="/programmes/p002m27x.rdf"> 
  <rdfs:label>Description of the brand The H2O Show</rdfs:label> 
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  <dcterms:created 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">2009-03-
28T10:02:53Z 
 </dcterms:created>  
 <dcterms:modified 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">2009-03-
28T10:02:53Z </dcterms:modified> 
  <foaf:primaryTopic 
rdf:resource="/programmes/p002m27x#programme"/> 
 </rdf:Description>  
<po:Brand rdf:about="/programmes/p002m27x#programme">  
 <dc:title> The H2O Show </dc:title> 
  <po:short_synopsis> Sir Robin Knox-Johnston with all aspects of life on 
the water. </po:short_synopsis>  
 <po:medium_synopsis> Sir Robin Knox-Johnston with all aspects of life 
on the water. </po:medium_synopsis> 
  <po:masterbrand rdf:resource="/solent#service"/>  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002x2xr#programme" />  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002m2c7#programme" />  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002z9b5#programme" /> 
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002p726#programme" /> 
  <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002r7bf#programme" /> 
  <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002tkx7#programme" />  
</po:Brand>  

 
The BBC brand contains information about the programme, its creation 
time, the episode ID, its title and a short description of its content. The 
fields which contain free text, that is of interest for our approach in this 
raw data are the title, the short synopsis and the medium synopsis. They 
are in free text which contains hidden inaccessible without processing  
information.  In our example these are the fields: <dc:title> The H2O Show 
</dc:title>,  <po:short_synopsis> Sir Robin Knox-Johnston with all aspects 
of life on the water. </po:short_synopsis> and <po:medium_synopsis> Sir 
Robin Knox-Johnston with all aspects of life on the water. 
</po:medium_synopsis> 
 

 
Example RDF/XML for a *brand*:  

 <rdf:Description rdf:about="/programmes/p002m27x.rdf"> 
  <rdfs:label>Description of the brand The H2O Show</rdfs:label> 
  <dcterms:created 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">2009-03-
28T10:02:53Z 
 </dcterms:created>  
 <dcterms:modified 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">2009-03-
28T10:02:53Z </dcterms:modified> 
  <foaf:primaryTopic rdf:resource="/programmes/p002m27x#programme"/> 
 </rdf:Description>  
<po:Brand rdf:about="/programmes/p002m27x#programme">  
 <dc:title> The H2O Show </dc:title> 
  <po:short_synopsis> Sir Robin Knox-Johnston with all aspects of life 
on the water. </po:short_synopsis>  
 <po:medium_synopsis> Sir Robin Knox-Johnston with all aspects of 
life on the water. </po:medium_synopsis> 
  <po:masterbrand rdf:resource="/solent#service"/>  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002x2xr#programme" />  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002m2c7#programme" />  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002z9b5#programme" /> 
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002p726#programme" /> 
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  <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002r7bf#programme" /> 
  <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002tkx7#programme" />  
</po:Brand>  

 
After running the described in the previous sections semantic annotation solution over the 
identified free text of interest we detect the named entity Sir Robin Knox-Johnston, as a 
candidate for enrichment.  
 
Example RDF/XML for a *brand*:    

 <rdf:Description rdf:about="/programmes/p002m27x.rdf"> 
  <rdfs:label>Description of the brand The H2O Show</rdfs:label> 
  <dcterms:created 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">2009-03-
28T10:02:53Z 
 </dcterms:created>  
 <dcterms:modified 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">2009-03-
28T10:02:53Z </dcterms:modified> 
  <foaf:primaryTopic rdf:resource="/programmes/p002m27x#programme"/> 
 </rdf:Description>  
<po:Brand rdf:about="/programmes/p002m27x#programme">  
 <dc:title> The H2O Show </dc:title> 
  <po:short_synopsis> Sir Robin Knox-Johnston with all aspects of life 
on the water. </po:short_synopsis>  
 <po:medium_synopsis> Sir Robin Knox-Johnston with all aspects of 
life on the water. </po:medium_synopsis> 
  <po:masterbrand rdf:resource="/solent#service"/>  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002x2xr#programme" />  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002m2c7#programme" />  
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002z9b5#programme" /> 
 <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002p726#programme" /> 
  <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002r7bf#programme" /> 
  <po:episode rdf:resource="/programmes/p002tkx7#programme" />  
</po:Brand> 

 
The process of metadata enrichment is described in the following section. 
 

5.2  The Process of Creating Metadata – Metadata Enrichment 

 
In the spirit of the semantic web, the process of metadata enrichment is the identification of a 
link to external source of information, and creating an RDF expression linking an item from 
the original content with the found new information. Our example uses DBPedia as an 
external source of information.  
 
The identified named entity of interest Sir Robin Knox-Johnston  has an entry in DBPedia, 
e.g. it also has an URI: 
 

Sir Robin Knox-Johnston = http://dbpedia.org/page/Robin_Knox-Johnston 
 
The enrichment of the raw data will link the program with the URI of the person quoted in the 
synopsis of the brand description who has been identified as interesting named entity and  
for whom there exist a DBPedia entry - Sir Robin Knox-Johnston. Thus, in our example the 
enrichment will make explicit that The H2O Show is related to Sir Robin Knox-Johnston with 
an RDF statement.  The subject of the RDF statement will be the URI of the program The 
H2O Show  and its object will be the URI of Sir Robin-Knox-Johnston. The relation between 
them will be part of the to be created notube library and is called hasRelatedPerson.  The 
example shows the pseudo rdf statement with the just described parameters: 
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Example 

<http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p002m27x#programme>           
  <notube:hasRelatedPerson> 
   <http://dbpedia.org/page/Robin_Knox-Johnston> 
 
The next step in our example will show the use and the usage of the so enriched metadata. 
 

5.3 Linked Data Semantic Repository (LDSR)  @ Ontotext 

 
Ontotext has created the Linked Data Semantic Repository, which represents a ‘reasonable’ 
view of the web data. It is a collection of some of the most popular datasets of the Linking 
Open Data project, e.g. Geonames, UMBEL, DBpedia, Wordnet, etc. The name Linked Data 
Semantic Repository (LDSR) comes from the fact that Linked Data datasets are loaded 
together and their semantics is used for inference. LDSR is a unique experiment with LOD 
data, because there are no published results of inference over datasets of a size above 
100M statements, and there are no published results of loading and inference over more 
than two datasets in a single repository of a size above 10M statements. The tests were 
performed using the owl-max ruleset of OWLIM reasoning on top of the LDSR dataset 
through forward-chaining. Based on observation of the datasets and the definitions of the 
related ontologies, a complete inference against the LDRS has been performed. It has 
loaded 306,463,231 explicit triples, and performed inference on them materializing additional 
512 million statements. This is the largest body of common sense knowledge used for 
reasoning.  
 
 

Dataset 
Explicit 
Triples 

Inferred after 
import 

RDF nodes 
after import 

Geonames ontology 2,898 1,707 2,091 

UMBEL 3,196,883 37,412,342 2,181,499 

DBpedia (sameAs) 190,350 267,385 2,439,726 

SKOS schema 844 118,136 2,440,083 

DBpedia Ontology 4,239 2,970 2,442,071 

RSS shema 44 29 2,442,099 

Core schema 996 55,294 2,442,569 

DBpedia core 97,965,042 26,796,912 44,820,191 

Geonames 72,748,457 455,023,113 77,537,761 

Wordnet 1,942,887 5,235,677 78,379,334 

Dbpedia wikilinks 130,410,549 539,562 89,919,713 

Total: 832M triples 306,463,231 525,453,127 89,919,713 
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The LDRS is made publicly available and  can be queried with a SPARQL  end point at:  
http://ldsr.ontotext.com/openrdf-workbench/ 
 
When we query information about Sir Robin-Knox-Johnston, as shown in the example 
below: 
 
 
 
 
Example SPARQL query about Robin Knox_Johnston 
 

 
 
 
http://dbpedia.org/page/Robin_Knox-Johnston 
 
 
 
we obtain the following result from DBPedia: 
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Example results about Sir Robin Knox-Johnston 
 

 
 
It contains information about different aspects of the person Sir Robin-Knox-Johnston, 
expressed in Categories, for example Category Knights_Bachelor, 
Sporting_knights, English_yacht_racers, English_non-

fiction_outdoors_writers, Maritime_writers, etc.  
 

5.3.1 Querying about Broader Concepts 
 
Having this information at hand we can formulate SPARQL queries referring to broader 
concepts which are related to Sir Robin-Knox-Johnston. For example, we can query about 
yacht racers born in the United Kingdom, as shown in the example below. The query result 
will contain the name of Sir Robin-Knox-Johnston, as shown in the following example below. 
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Example: Query for yacht racers born in United Kingdom 

 
Example: Query result for yacht racers born in the United Kingdom from DBpedia  
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We have described the process of metadata enrichment and showcased what kind of 
information  can be reached, and explored. In the following we show how the enriched 
information can be used to search for TV shows.  
 

5.4  Use of the Enriched Metadata - Search for TV Programs  

 
We have seen that the process of metadata enrichment connects the TV shows with related 
person quoted in the synopsis. We have also seen how the person can be related to an URI 
in DBpedia with the effect of obtaining access to extended information about this person, 
and of being able to query for the person via broader informational parameters. These 
broader informational parameters can be seen as corresponding to the description of ones 
interests. Here is how then we can search for a TV show, based on specified interests. We 
construct a query saying: give me a program about yacht racers born in the United Kingdom:  
 
Example for a program about yacht racers born in the United Kingdom 
 

select ?Program where { 
  ?Program  <notube:hasRelatedPerson> ?person .  
  ?person dbpedia2:birthPlace  ?birthPlace . 
  ?birthPlace ontology:parentFeature 
 <http://dbpedia.org/resource/United_Kingdom> . 
  ?person core:subject  ?category . 
  ?category core:broader 
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Yacht_racers> 
} 

 
Given that the described approach of metadata enrichment is implemented, the result set of 
this query will include  

– <http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p002m27x#programme >   
 
e.g.  
 
The H2O Show 
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the programme from our example.  
 

5.5  More Free text Web resources  

 
Some of the resources linked to Sir Robin-Knox-Johnston, the person we are interested in  
via DBPedia contain free text web resources.  
 

5.5.1  Related TV show 
 
For example, it connects to a website of an ‘exciting online quiz show’ - Sail Away. This 
information can be used as broader concept related to the person and then to a program.   
 
Example of Sail Away show connected to Sir Robin Knox-Johnson 
 
References to http://dbpedia.org/page/Robin_Knox-Johnston 
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5.5.2  Personal Website 
 
DBpedia connections lead us also to the webpage of Sir Robin-Knox-Johnston.  
 
Example Sir Robin Knox-Johnson website 
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The website contains a wealth of information in the form of named entities that can be 
spotted with the methods of semantic annotation and used as broader concepts to access 
the programs via the connection with Sir Robin Knox-Johnston. For example, National 
Maritime Museum, Sports Lotery Pannel, Sail training Association, 
Cruising Association, etc. 
 
Example of semantically annotated website of Sir Robin Knox-Johnston 
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5.5.3 Related Broader Concepts – NoTube Library of Related Entities 
 
Navigating through the web using the method of related entities can thus bring us to different 
kinds of related entities, which put together will form the NoTube Library of related entities.  
 

• Related  activities:  
– online quiz game – “Sail Away” 

• Related places :  
– Putney ; Hertfordshire, Greenwich  

• Related people: 
– Bill Tilman , Graham Greene, Michael Meacher, Peter Blake 

• Related organisations:  
– Merchant Navy, British India Steam Navigation Company, Sail Training 

Association, National Maritime Museum, etc. 
• Related categories: 

–  Maritime History 
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This wealth of information both structured and in free text is overwhelming. It exists on the 
web, in the linking open data cloud and in databases. Now, it is an open question how much 
of this information is really valuable for the purposes of metadata enrichment. It is also an 
open question to determine the relation types that should be specified to respond optimally 
to the scenarios requiring metadata enrichment from free text descriptions of TV content in 
Electronic Program Guides.  
 

6. Metadata Enrichment from Audio/Video (A/V) Materials 
 
A video sequence is a rich multimodal information source, containing speech, audio, 
text (if closed caption is available), colour patterns and shape of imaged objects 
(from individual image frames), and motion of these objects (from changes in 
successive frames). Although the human being can quickly interpret the semantic 
content by fusing the information from different modalities, computer understanding 
of a video sequence is still in a quite primitive stage referred to as the so called 
semantic gap [20][21][22]. With the booming of the Internet and various types of 
multimedia resources, there is a pressing need for efficient tools that enable easier 
dissemination of audiovisual information by the human being. This means that 
multimedia resources should be indexed, stored and retrieved in a way similar to the 
way that a human brain processes them. This requires the computer to understand 
their contents before all other processing. Other applications requiring scene 
understanding include spotting and tracing of special events in a surveillance video, 
active tracking of special objects in unmanned vision systems, video editing and 
composition, etc. 
 

6.1 Low-level Features 

 

One important goal of content analysis is to describe the media in an efficient way. In 
the low-level description, we will find information such as colour, texture, shape and 
motion. Low-level features can then serve as a basis for a number of analysis 
algorithms for higher level features. 
 
As low-level features are typically contained by many or all pixels of an image (e.g. 
every pixel has a colour), it is necessary to derive more compact representations of 
these features. Such a representation is called descriptor, and represents a certain 
feature of an image, a set of images (e.g. an image sequence), or a region of an 
image. The definition of a descriptor shall consist of three parts: 
• Representation: which data is contained in the descriptor and what is meant by it 
• Extraction: how to create descriptor data from a given visual media 
• Comparison: how to determine the distance or similarity between two descriptors of 
the same type 
 
An important part of research in content-based image and video retrieval has to do 
with similarity matching. The basic idea is that the user starts with a query example 
(which is close to what he expects to find) and retrieves a set of visually similar 
media items. [23] describes a comprehensive set of such systems. Depending on the 
types of descriptors used, a sketch may be sufficient as query example. 
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6.1.1 Colour 
 

The most common approaches use histograms to describe the colours of an image. 
Similarity is measured by histogram intersection. A number of different norms have 
been proposed for calculation of the intersection of two histograms.  
 
Colour moments have been proposed as a reduced alternative to full histograms. 
Histograms are space-independent representations and thus robust to displacement 
of parts in the image. One problem is that for practically calculating the histogram, 
the colour space must be quantised. Depending on the norm used for calculating 
intersection, this may overly decrease similarity of descriptors when colours are 
similar but not identical. 
 
To overcome the problem of quantisation caused by using histograms, describing a 
set of dominant colours of an image or a region has been proposed. These dominant 
colours can be described exactly and correspond to the salient colour features of the 
image or region. This kind of descriptors is more appropriate for regions then for 
whole images, as it is more likely to find a set of distinctive dominant colours in a 
region than in an image. 
 

6.1.2 Texture 
 

Images retaining a well-recognisable and repetitive configuration of luminance 
values over the spatial dimensions are said to have a defined texture. Quite 
intuitively, texture can be defined as a description of the structure of an image, with 
respect to its spatial- and frequency-related perceptive features. Periodicity, 
coarseness, directionality and contrast are common examples of descriptive 
dimensions of a texture descriptor. Most texture descriptors work on grey level 
images only, some can be also applied to colour textures and some colour specific 
methods have been proposed. Obviously texture descriptors are most meaningful 
when applied to a homogenously textured region. 
 

6.1.3 Shape 
 

The following figure (cf. fig.6) resumes the approaches for shape description and 
matching. 
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Figure 6. Approaches to shape description 

 

6.1.4 Motion 
 

The main goal of identifying features related is to describe the movements of the 
objects taking part in the overall shooting event. The movements of either of these 
types of objects produce characteristic changes in the audiovisual recorded content. 
The interesting objects include the actually shot objects (or subjects, e.g. persons, 
mountains, buildings) and the shooting cameras (sensors). The fundamental 
assumption is that relevant motion of real objects during shooting (i.e. subjects and 
sensors) can be inferred, with different levels of precision, by the analysis of the 
three-dimensional signal represented by the recorded video sequence. Motion is 
also used as an input feature to infer the presence of, to identify and to track objects 
over the sequence. 
 
There are basically two types of motion that can be described in an image sequence: 
global motion, i.e. the motion to which all pixels in the image are subject to, and 
object motion, which describes the relative motion of regions to one another or to a 
background object. 
 

6.2 Mid-level Features 

 

A class of higher level analysis algorithms that rely on low level visual features are 
segmentation algorithms. Segmentation can be done spatially, i.e. an image is 
decomposed into regions which are characterised by uniformity of a low-level visual 
feature such as colour, texture or motion, or temporally. Temporal video 
segmentation usually starts with shot boundary detection and goes to segmentations 
on a semantic level such as scene segmentation. 
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6.2.1 Spatial/Spatio Temporal Segmentation 
 

Colour and texture are features used to segment still images or single frames of an 
image sequence into regions which homogenous colour or texture (spatial 
segmentation or intra-frame segmentation). This is a prerequisite for extracting 
meaningful shape descriptions of regions. Motion is the key feature for 
spatiotemporal segmentation (inter-frame segmentation), as it delivers regions which 
are subject to the same motion. Tracking these regions, throughout a sequence, 
results in segmentation of moving regions. 
 
Purely temporal segmentation can be also achieved by the analysis of the temporal 
variation of low-level features (e.g. a shot detection tool can be based on the 
variation in time of the average luminance content of images).  
• Spatial segmentation 
• Colour segmentation 
• Motion segmentation 

 

6.2.2 Shot Boundary Detection 
 

Shot boundaries are transitions between two shots. There are two basic types: 
abrupt transitions (cuts), which are the most common ones, and gradual transitions 
(fades, dissolves, wipes, etc.).  
 
Colour/Intensity Based Approaches: A large number of approaches (Pixel 
comparison, block comparison, global and local histogram comparison) use colour or 
a derived statistical measure such as a histogram to determine visual changes which 
are likely to be transitions. 
 
Edge feature approaches: Edge features have some advantages over 
colour/intensity features. They are insensitive to moderate global illumination 
changes and less sensitive to local illumination changes. In the case of rigid object 
motion, the edge structures are not changed but just displaced and their statistical 
properties remain the same. Abrupt transitions cause global abrupt changes of the 
edge features, while transitions and fades cause patterns of decreasing and 
increasing edge energy.  

 
Motion based approaches: The concept of optical flow is based on the assumption 
that pixel intensities do not change along motion trajectories. After estimating the 
optical flow, the image intensities are compared. Abrupt or gradual changes of a 
large number of pixel intensities indicate a transition. 

 
Features tracking based approaches: To exploit the information contained in object 
motion to discriminate between shot boundaries and scenes with high motion activity 
without the computational cost and maybe instabilities of motion estimation, feature 
tracking based approaches have been proposed. Feature tracking approaches are 
based on the consideration that both abrupt and gradual changes will cause 
disappearance of some existing features and appearance of new features. 

 
MPEG compression domain approaches: Performing shot boundary detection in the 
MPEG compressed domain has two main advantages: it is not necessary to 
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decompress the video before processing and no or fewer new features have to be 
extracted. The main disadvantage is of course, that only MPEG encoded video data 
can be processed. 
 
However, this disadvantage is becoming less important due to the increasing 
processing power of computers, so that an ad-hoc MPEG encoding with the only 
purpose of extracting these features could easily be regarded as feasible with no 
sensible extra requirement of hardware capabilities in many practical cases. Rather, 
the efficiency of such an approach may heavily depend on other factors as the 
source images quality (e.g. presence of coding artefacts, like tiling effect, introduced 
by some early digitisation of content) and specific criticality of images with respect to 
MPEG encoding (e.g. high temporal and spatial activity) which tend to introduce 
image distortions that might consistently affect the measurement. Besides, starting 
from already encoded sequences may suffer from the choice of the particular GOP 
(Group of Pictures) structure at encoding time for potentially different purposes (e.g. 
archiving). 
 
In the MPEG domain, there are both colour and motion based approaches, using DC 
values, DCT coefficients and motion vectors respectively. The colour-based 
approaches in the MPEG domain are basically block comparison methods, the use 
of DCT coefficients is similar to using local histograms calculated over (in this case 
very small) blocks. The motion vectors available in the MPEG stream are usually 
generated for the purpose of coding efficiency and not for accurate description of 
true motion. 
 

6.3 High-level Features 

6.3.1 Event detection 
 

Event detection deals with locating segments of audiovisual content, that contain a 
relevant action, such as a dialog, a goal in soccer game etc.  

 
 

� Event Detection for Sports Video 
 
Compared to other videos such as news and movies, sports videos have well 
defined content structure and domain rules as explained in [24]. A long sports game 
is often divided into a few segments. Each segment in turn contains some sub-
segments. For example, a tennis game is divided into sets, then games and serves. 
In addition, in sports video, there are a fixed number of cameras in the field that 
create in unique scenes during each segment. In tennis, when a serve starts, the 
scene is usually switched to the court view. Furthermore, for TV broadcasting, there 
are commercials or other special information inserted between game sections. 
 
The main objective of the work is the automatic detection of fundamental views (e.g., 
serve and pitch) that indicates the boundaries of higher level structures. Given the 
detection results, useful applications such as table of contents and structure 
summaries can be developed. The proposed technique for detecting basic units 
within a game, such as serves in tennis and pitching in baseball, uses the idea that 
these units usually starts with a special scene. Mainly a colour based approach is 
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used. In particular spatial consistency constraints (colour and edge) are considered 
to segment each frame into regions. Such regions are merged based on proximity 
and motion. Merged regions are classified into foreground moving objects or 
background objects based on some rules of motions near region boundaries and 
long-term temporal consistency. One unique characteristic of serve scenes in tennis 
game is that there are horizontal and vertical court lines. The detection of these lines 
is taken into account to improve the performance of the identification algorithm. 
 
To improve performance, audio based techniques like explained in [25] can be used 
for different sports. The prior assumption about the event is that there is applause 
and cheering after the event. The features used are the background noise level and 
the classification of segments of the audio signal into applause, speech and music 
(using a Hidden Markov model). 
Like the previous approach, other features can be used [26] : features used for 
detection are the amount of grass hue, the angles of the lines of the playfield, close 
ups, motion activity, detection of images showing crowds (high frequency content 
over large parts of the image) and the activity in the speech signal. The event 
detection algorithm is based on a support vector machine. 
 
 

� Dialog Scene Detection 
 

Dialogs are an important class of events in audiovisual material. A number of 
approaches [27] thus deal with the detection of dialog scenes between two or 
multiple speakers. 
 
The scene based classification is realized in two steps: First, the video is segmented 
into scenes. Then the scenes are classified whether they contain dialogs or not. 
 
A system for segmenting videos into scenes and classifying these scenes into one of 
three classes (two-speaker dialogs, multiple-speaker dialogs and hybrid events) 
based on audiovisual information is proposed in [28]. After a shot detection step, the 
shots are grouped into scenes based on visual and acoustic similarity using Sink-
based Scene Construction implemented as a Window-based Sweep Algorithm. The 
proposed window-based sweep algorithm in a first step determines the shot sinks by 
comparing the key frames of the shots within a window using a threshold for the 
visual similarity. In the next step, temporally overlapping sinks are grouped into 
scenes. Subsequently, the scenes are classified by a set of heuristically derived 
rules. 
 
The dialog scene detection is realized in two steps: First, step features for the shots 
are calculated. Then the dialog scenes are detected directly, e.g. using a HMM 
(Hidden Markov Model). 
 
A whole system for audiovisual dialog scene detection can be based on acoustic 
information (classification of speech, silence and music) and visual information (face 
and location change information) like explained in [29]. The first step is shot 
boundary detection, and for each shot, audio and visual features are extracted. The 
resulting feature vector is classified by a classifier based on a Hidden Markov Model. 
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The Shot Based Classification is realized in two steps: First the shots are classified 
whether it is probable that they are part of a dialog scene or not and then shots are 
grouped into dialog scenes. 
 
An approach [30] consists of proposing a Multi-Expert System based on the following 
ideas: 

- A scene is a group of semantically correlated shots  
- Almost all shots belonging to a dialog scene can be characterised as dialog 

shots. 
- Shots belonging to the same dialog scene are temporally adjacent. 

 
In other approaches, explained in [29] and [31] the first step in the detection process 
is shot boundary detection. In the next step, three experts (Face Detection Expert, 
Camera Motion Estimation Expert and Audio Classification Expert) classify the shots. 
Then the output of the experts is combined using a combining rule to classify each 
shot as (dialog / no dialog). Subsequently, the classified shots are grouped into 
dialog scenes using a Finite State Machine with three states (dialog scene, probable 
dialog scene and not dialog scene). 

 

6.3.2 Face Detection 

 
Face detection is classified into four categories[55] : Knowledge-based methods [56], 
Feature-based methods [57,58,59,60], Template-based methods [61,62], 
Appearance-based methods [63,64,65,66,67]. 
 
• Knowledge-based methods (top down approach): The key in the knowledge-
based methods is that the human knowledge of how a typical face is constituted is 
encoded in some way. Rules encode this knowledge. Typically those rules model the 
relation between facial features. This is a top down approach in face detection. 
 
• Feature-based methods: This is a bottom-up approach in the sense that facial 
features (eyes, nose, mouth, nostrils, etc.) are detected first. The features are 
detected using some low level feature analysis: 

• Edges  
• Grey-levels  
• Colour (skin colour)  
• Shape  
• Texture  
• Intensity 

Those low level features are analysed and grouped to form face candidates. Those 
candidates are verified by further analysis. 
 
Leung et al. [58] proposed the use of random label graph matching to group the 
features. Another feature-based system is used by Yow and Cipolla [68]. Here the 
features are detected using elongated Gaussian derivative filters. This filter is able to 
detect features like corner of the eyes, mouth and nose, even in the case when faces 
are not frontal. 
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• Template-based methods: Template based methods are using standard face 
patterns of a fixed size and this acts as a search window which is scanned over the 
image. At each location the corresponding part of the image is classified as a face or 
non-face pattern. To detect faces of different scales, either the input image is scaled 
down or the size of the template is adjusted. Many standard pattern recognition 
methods are applied in this approach. The templates are predefined based on edges 
or regions or deformable templates based on facial contours (snakes) are used. Note 
that the templates are hand coded and not learned. 
 
• Appearance-based methods: Other than in the template based methods where 
the templates are predefined the “templates” in appearance based methods are 
learned from examples in images. In general the appearance based methods relay 
on techniques from statistical analysis and machine learning to find the relevant 
characteristics of faces and non-faces. In the analysis many different approaches for 
the classifiers are used: 

• Neuronal networks 
• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
• Support vector machine (SVM) 
• Distribution based method 
• Naive Bayes classifier 
• Hidden Markov model 
• Sparse network of winnows (SNoW) 
• Kullback relative information 
• Inductive learning 
• Adaboost, … 

 
 

6.3.3 Face Recognition 

 
Face recognition in still images: Recognition methods from Intensity Images can be 
categorised in classes: 
 
(a) Holistic matching methods: These methods use the whole face as input to the 

recognition system:  
• Principal-Component Analysis (PCA) 
• Eignefaces 
• Probabilistic eigenfaces 
• Fisherfaces/subspace LDA 
• SVM 
• Evolution pursuit 
• Feature lines 
• ICA 
• Other representations 
• LDA/FLD 
• PDBNN 
 

(b) Feature-based matching methods: These methods are using local features 
such as eyes, nose, and mouth. Their locations and local statistics are further 
processed. 
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• Pure geometry methods 
• Dynamic link architecture 
• Hidden Markov model 
• Convolution Neural Network 
 

(c) Hybrid methods: Both holistic and feature-based approaches are combined. 
• Modular eigenfaces 
• Hybrid LFA 
• Shape-normalised 

 
Video-based face recognition: In video based face recognition the main techniques 
are face segmentation and pose estimation, face tracking, and face modelling. 
 
Face Segmentation and Pose Estimation: The first step is to segment moving 
objects from an image sequence. Colour may be used to speed up the process of 
finding face regions. After candidate regions are found, still image face detection 
techniques can be applied to locate faces. From the face regions facial features can 
be extracted which are used for pose estimation. With this information a virtual 
frontal view can be computed. 
 
Face and Feature Tracking: After a face has been detected, the faces and their 
features are tracked. The facial image over the time is used to reconstruct a face 
model. The tracked features are used for facial expression recognition and gaze 
recognition. 
 
Face Modelling includes 3D shape and texture modelling. 
 

6.3.4 Scene Segmentation 

 
Scene segmentation aims at temporally decomposing the video into coherent units. 
The scene segmentation consists of identifying the parts, or sub-units, starting from 
the whole represented by an audiovisual content. When looking at the algorithms 
proposed in literature, it seems that the most distinguishing feature is the application 
area. Most of the work is about news story segmentation, only a part deals with 
sports programmes (interestingly most of the work about sports programmes is 
model-based) and feature films. We thus use the target application as structuring 
criteria for this section. 

 
News segmentation: News segmentation is the most common application of 
scene/story boundary detection. Many of the approaches use a combination of 
visual, audio and speech features for the segmentation. The features used by 
different approaches are often similar. 
 
The basic features employed are visual similarity between shots within a time 
window and the temporal distance between shots e.g. [32],[33],[34],[35]. Another 
approach [33] use additionally the similarity of faces appearing in the shots.  Some 
methods rely on some prior knowledge about the structure of the news broadcast, 
such as the repeated appearance of anchor person shots. There are basically two 
approaches: classifying shots as anchor person shots because of certain properties 
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such as faces [34],[35]. or by using a key frame of an anchor person shot as query of 
a similarity search [36],[37]. 
 
The audio signal is used in many approaches to detect pauses, which may indicate a 
topic change. Other audio features, which are used, are speaker change, change 
between music and speech, detection of jingles and changes in the acoustic 
environment, such as changes of the SNR (to discriminate studio from outside shots) 
[33] [34] [35] [36] [39] [40] [41]. 
 
A number of approaches also use text from transcripts or automated speech 
recognition. Some use the text to find similar word appearances in different shots or 
watch for trigger phrases that indicate certain types of shots [36]. There are also 
systems, which rely heavily on text similarities between the shots [35]. 

 
Films segmentation: Most of the early general approaches on scene segmentation 
are based on visual features. The basic assumption is that there are groups of shots 
in a scene, which are more similar in terms of colour properties than shots belonging 
to different scenes [42] or [43]. To reduce the amount of images to be processed, 
key frames are used to represent the colour properties of a shot. 
 
Recently, these approaches have been extended by further features. A scene 
definition based on three different types of events has been proposed in [44]. The 
type of event is determined from visual properties of the key frames, from which only 
defined regions are used in order to be robust against motion in the centre of 
attention.  
 
In both [45] and [46], the use of scene dynamics (film tempo), i.e. the length of the 
shots and the amount of motion is proposed. To be robust against camera motion, 
the amount of local motion (i.e. object motion relative to the camera motion) can be 
used as feature. We can also use fades and dissolves as scene boundary 
candidates and refines the common colour similarity measure by using the difference 
by the most highly saturated colours of the shots. 

 
Sport programmes segmentation: The segmentation of Sport programmes is mainly 
based on speaker changes in the speech signal [47]. The closed caption text is used 
to classify the segments to one of a set of types using a Bayesian network. The 
model (i.e. the possible sequences of these segments) is then used to infer the 
higher level structure.  
 
The approach in [48] uses mainly visual features to classify shots to certain event 
types. The features used are colour, the object layout (i.e. the position of moving 
objects), and the edge structure (lines of the field). 
 

 

6.3.5 Scene Classification 

 
Classification is done on different levels of granularity, from single shots to whole 
programmes. It allows detecting commercials or discriminating between news and 
feature films. 
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Another group of approaches deals with classifying shots or scenes by sites or 
objects, e.g. indoor/outdoor, natural/man-made environment or the presence of 
certain objects. These approaches are also referred to as concept detection. The 
term concept often includes not only sites and objects, but also events, for which a 
more detailed description can be found in Section 16. 
 
Other algorithms aim at labelling or categorising shots and scenes, for example, by 
the type of view in a sports’ broadcast, or by matching scenes of a movie shot at the 
same location or setting. 

 
Genre classification: The genre classification methods reported in literature work on 
different levels of granularity, from single shots to whole programmes [49]. One of 
the first genre classification algorithms [50] works in three steps, starting with a 
syntactic analysis of the video, then extracts style attributes and finally maps the 
style attributes to genres. Videos can be classified into movie, sports, news, 
commercials, cartoons and music using a decision tree approach [51]. The 
classification is based on the features clip length, percentage of fades, camera 
motion activity, changes of luminance, length of motion runs, colour coherence and 
percentage of high-brightness pixels. 
 
Movie classification: To exactly classify a movie, an approach [52] uses the idea that 
there are three basic scene types in a movie: dialogues with action, dialogs without 
action and action without dialogue. The algorithm thus classifies shots into action, 
dramatic, conversation and generic (everything else). The features used for 
classification are motion intensity, shot length, audio power and audio classification.  

 
Commercial classification: To detect commercial, the approach [53] uses an audio 
classification and motion activity. The shots are clustered based on their visual and 
audio features.  
 

6.3.6 Region Of Interest 

 
The detection of Regions of Interest (ROI) is needed if cropping of the original video 
is required. To be able to have a cropping method that satisfies high quality 
demands it is important, that the detection of the ROI is accurate in order to preserve 
the part of the video that holds the information that is important to the viewer. 
Automatic cropping is an important part of the NoTube system, as the viewing device 
of the user is unknown at production time. It can range from large flat screen TVs to 
small handheld devices like mobile phones. As these devices differ greatly in terms 
of screen size, resolution and maybe even color range, an adaption is essential. 
For still images, visual attention models are often used to crop the image 
automatically. Additionally, face and text detection and recognition improve the 
detection of ROI in still images.  
 
For video content, the motion of actors, persons and camera are available as well as 
the previously mentioned parameters for still images. The movement informations 
can be used to extract motion vectors from the original video. Additionally, attention 
models can be used to further enhance the results from the movement informations. 
These spatio-temporal saliency informations can then be used as one of the inputs 
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for defining the final ROI. A median filter on the extraced motion information is often 
used to smooth the transitions within a sequence (shot) of a video. 
 
Another possible step to enhance the results from automatic ROI detection can be to 
explore color information. This method is based upon the fact that often in videos 
(and still images as well), the most interesting part is that which is distinct from the 
background, while the background can be the dominant color in a scene or frame. 
This method is also known as Spectral Residual. The main color information is 
treated as redundance and thus as “not interesting”. As with every other single 
method, this approach may produce false results if applied on its own. 
Apart from text and face detection, motion and color information, the intensity of the 
displayed frame (or picture in case of still images) can be used to compute the 
energy of an image. This approach detects the derivations of the itensity in horizontal 
and vertical direction. Parts of the image that have homogenous intensity values are 
interpreted as less interesting while the regions that have a larger range of intensity 
values are set to be a ROI. 
 
While it is possible to create ROI without knowledge about the context of a video, the 
availability and usage of such contextual information may increase the accuracy of 
the detection while decreasing the requirements of the analysing system. For a 
soccer match, for example, the color green of the grass can be set to be “not 
interesting” in a ROI detection system. This can improve the extraction of motion 
vectors only for the relevant parts (e.g. the players, the ball, the referee etc,). The 
information for context may be derived from metadata that is combined with the 
material. This metadata can be available in electronic form in a file-based 
environment. 
 
A combination of the mentioned methods generally produces high-quality ROI which 
can be used to crop the video reliably. 
 
In the example below, the Region of Interest is found according to spatio-temporal 
saliency map, rarity map and heat map and combining the results from these 
methods. With the gathered information, a cropping of the video can take place to 
adapt the video to the desired output device. 

 
• The spatial saliency map is obtained by thresholding the color, intensity 

and orientation maps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Only spatial output 
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• The temporal saliency map is obtained according to the motion estimation 
between the current image and the preceding image 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8. Only temporal output 

 
• The rarity map is based on Event Detection algorithm (Cut, Flash, Fade 

IN, Fade OUT, White frame, Black frame, Still Picture, Black Stripe 
Detection, …) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Rarity map 

 
• The heat map is is color-based data visualization 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 10. Heat map 

 
=> The main output is given by the combination of all the previous maps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11. Main output 
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6.3.7 Repurposing/Reframing [14] 
 

It becomes mandatory to repurpose the video content, i.e. to adapt the image size to 
the screen size in a specific way, in order to provide a better viewing comfort. Today 
this re-framing is generally done manually, repurposing the video content is thus 
expensive and time consuming. An automated way, delivering the best viewing 
experience, would be a high economic differentiator.  
As simple as it appears, this solution brings a number of difficulties: the first 
concerns the detection (in an automatic manner) of the regions where an observer 
will look at (usually referred to region of interest or RoI). The second issue concerns 
the quality of the re-framing, in particular the temporal stability of the computed 
cropping window and the amount of zoom. The right zoom factor remains the real 
challenge for stabilizing the visual experience when reframing sequences. 
 
Both steps have a fundamental role in the final quality of reframed sequence. The 
first step consists in the creation of a visual attention model. The second step 
consists in the extraction of the cropping window and its consistency over time. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12: General description of automatic reframing process. Main boxes are presented: 
visual attention model and cropping window extraction 

 
• Visual attention model 
 

Computational model of visual attention strives to detect the most salient parts of the 
video sequence. Most of the models provide a topographic saliency sequence which 
quantitatively predicts how conspicuous every location in the input sequence is. 
These models are, for most of them, based on the use of the low level visual 
features. This is a purely bottom-up model based on luminance, colour and motion 
information. From an incoming video, a spatio-temporal saliency map is computed. It 
is this map that is sent to the reframing. 

 
• Cropping window extraction 
 

o First window extension 
The goal of this step is to define a cropping window that encloses the most 
conspicuous parts of the scene. Based on the results coming from the attention 
model, a Winner-Take-All algorithm is applied. This algorithm allows the detection of 
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the first N most important locations (having the highest saliency values). When a 
maximum location is selected and memorized, this location as well as its 
neighbourhood is inhibited. Due to the inhibition process, a new saliency peak will 
dominate and will be selected at the next iteration. The first N fixation points are 
detected. 

 
o Temporal consistency 
 

The temporal stabilization acts both on the position and size of the bounding box. 
Temporal consistency is composed by two sequential steps: a Kalman filter is first 
applied in order to better predict the current samples. Then, a temporal filtering 
allows avoiding unlikely samples. Kalman filter ensures a smooth trajectory and a 
natural zoom effect of the cropping window. 
 

o Aspect ratio 
 
The aspect ratio gives the relationship that exits between the width and the height of 
the original sequence. The first extracted window can not correspond to the final 
aspect ratio: a priori, there is no relation between the window extracted from saliency 
map and the user settings. In some way, one side has to be extended. The 
extension is either on width or on height to reach the targeted aspect ratio. 
 

6.3.8 Sequence Of Interest 

 
The sequence of interest refers to video content abstraction. The idea behind video 
content abstraction is to summarise longer videos to the main message to avoid 
watching the whole video. Thus the sequences of interest should be detected in the 
video. E.g. in a soccer game only the scenes are interesting where the goals can be 
seen.  
 
In principle, such an abstract can be textual or visual. Automatic textual abstraction 
is quite hard to realise, but there are some approaches. For automatic visual 
abstraction, approaches using still-images (video summary) or moving-images (video 
skim) exist.  
 
For video summaries, key frames need to be extracted from the video. Generally, 
they are fast to build since they make no use of audio and textual information and do 
not implicate synchronisation issues. The extraction of representative key frames 
can be achieved in different ways. For the sampling-based approach, key frames are 
extracted randomly or in regular time intervals, but this does often not lead to a 
representative representation of a video. In shot-based tools, the first frame of each 
shot is extracted. For long shots, further key frames may be added by some tool e.g. 
using approaches based on the calculation of colour differences, motion/dynamics 
etc. Segment-based key frame extractors generate characteristic still-images on 
higher-level units e.g. using segment information. Thus, hierarchical video 
summaries enabling browsing on different levels can be compiled. Other approaches 
are based on the detection of faces or skin to make sure the extracted key frames 
contain people or faces.  
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Video skimming can be further divided into the creation of a summary or a highlights 
sequence. Since the definition of highlights is very subjective and the mapping of 
human perception into automated processes very difficult, most work in video 
skimming is focused on the generation of summary sequences. Different approaches 
range from simply speeding up the video playback (with limited maximum time 
compression) to complex approaches based on multiple features like text transcripts, 
camera motion in shots, changes of speakers and subjects or on domain-specific 
features. Some approaches also allow interaction from the user to modify and 
improve the generated skimming. 
 
The Sequence of Interest (SoI) module will provide semantic segments of content 
For example, in a sport context, this module will provide the whole action segment 
surrounding the indexed action 
This module will 

• Exploit content segmentation indexes and  
• Take into account application constraints (e.g. duration of a segment, type 

of content, …) 
 
The content segmentation indexes will be found according to the combination of 
several algorithms:  

• A/V low level content feature extraction,  
• Object detection,  
• Logo detection,  
• A/V generic content segmentation (shot detection and key frame extraction), 
• Dedicated content segmentation (Advertising detection, News content 

segmentation) 
 

7.Connection with Use Cases 
 
In order to provide the necessary technology to enable the realization of the three use cases  

• Personalised Semantic News 
• Personalised TV Guide with Adaptive Advertising  
• Internet TV in the Social Web  

the ability to detect and select relevant semantic information about news topics, attitudes, 
programming, broadcast series, user profiles, preferences and actions of the social network 
are required. 
 

7.1 Knowledge Bases 

 
The content on the web is moving into direction of explicitly exposing relations between 
pieces of data to allow computers to comprehend what pages are saying and use that 
knowledge to offer better service to humans when interacting with them. It is in our goal to 
provide metadata enrichment understandable for computers to make the process of 
automatic recommendation and production of personalized electronic program guide 
possible. 
 
Linked Content Economy offers enhanced and connected content that puts the Semantic 
Web and Linked Data to work in everyday media.  Linking Open Data project (cf. Fig. 7) 
provides a valuable resource of linked data in RDF format, which represents a collection of 
variety of topics from general close vocabulary such as DBpedia to an encyclopedia of 
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Music.  Linking Open Data provides sets of referencable, semantically interlinked resources 
with defined meaning. They are constituted by publishing and interlinking open data sources, 
following 4 principles [8]:  
 
• Use URIs as names for things,  
• Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names,  
• When someone looks up a URI provide useful information and  
• Include links to other URIs so that they can discover more things.  
 
It is in the scope of our interest to explore their connectedness in the process of searching 
for matching metadata in the spirit of [1].  
 

7.1.1 Linking Open Data Knowledge Bases  
 
The Linking Open Data project aims at gathering, sharing and connecting data via 
dereferenceable URIs on the Web. It provided sets of referenceable, semantically interlinked 
resources with defined meaning. It extends the Web by publishing various open datasets as 
RDF on the Web, and by setting RDF links between data items from different data sources. 
Thus, the Linked Data cloud is produced (cf. fig.7), and is continually extended. Web pages 
saved by users are not just described by random words, but connected to uniquely defined 
concepts. The following describes some of the prominent knowledge bases relevant for our 
topic.  
 

 
Figure 13. Linked Open Data Cloud 
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DBPedia: extracts structured information from the infoboxes of Wikipedia and makes it 
accessible on the Web in the form of RDF triples. It can be seen as a huge ontology that 
assigns URIs to a large number of concepts. This KB can serve as the universal controlled 
vocabulary. DBPedia tags have great potential for supporting information integration and for 
enhancing the Intelligence on the web. 
http://dbpedia.org/About 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DBpedia 
 
Freebase: is a social database about things you know and love, a large collaborative 
knowledge base, an online collection of structured data harvested from many sources, incl. 
individual wiki contribution. It aims at creating a massive collaboratively-edited database of 
cross-linked data. It provides an interface that allows non-programmers to fill in structured or 
meta-data of general information, and to categorize or connect data items in meaningful 
semantic ways. Freebase contains data from Wikipedia, Chemoz, NNDB, MusicBrainz and 
individually contributed data from its users. Metaweb Technologies is the producer of 
Freebase with proprietary source, and uses graphs instead of tables and keys to define data 
structures – 5 mln topics (Metaweb query language). It allows users to define new 
categories. 
http://www.freebase.com/ 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freebase_(database) 
 
FOAF: is a basic dictionary of terms for talking about people and the things they make and 
do. FOAF is based around the use of machine readable Web homepages for people, 
groups, companies and other kinds of things. 
http://www.foaf-project.org/ 
LinkedMDB: publishes linked open data using the D2R Server. The project aims at 
publishing the first open semantic web database for movies, including a large number of 
interlinks to several datasets on the open data cloud and references to related webpages. 
The Linked Movie DataBase (LinkedMDB) contains hundreds of thousands of high-quality 
interlinks to several movie-related data sources in the Linking Open Data project, as well as 
hundreds of thousands of links to movie-related web pages. 
http://www.linkedmdb.org/ 
 

7.1.2 Other Knowledge Bases  
 
Open database for TV fans: TheTVDB.com is an open database for television fans. The 
content is provided fully by users. It has features search, reports, suggest a feature, donate, 
wiki, forums, login. The search provides structured information about the searched for series. 
It has feeds which give info about the broadcasts, and details about each single broadcast. 
Reports give statistics about the series, statistics about the users participation. Wiki is a 
wikipedia style page, Forums are divided into groups, Listings for the day allow subscription 
for feeds. http://thetvdb.com  
 
SKOS: initiative explores in more detail the problem of describing topics, categories, 
folksonomies and subject hierarchies.  
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/ 
 

7.1.3 Selection of Knowledge Types 
 
The task of acquiring information from texts and transforming it into metadata requires 
determination and restriction of the world, the knowledge domain that will be processed and 
represented in the underlying ontologies that are mapped to the users. In the process of 
restricting the knowledge domain of interest for this project, we need to identify the 
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knowledge types that should be covered. We distinguish two types of knowledge types: 
factual and social. Factual knowledge types are more relevant for the scope of the task of 
metadata enrichment. 
 
Factual: Based on the use cases and the BBC programming ontology in Linking Open Data 
we identify the following knowledge types that need to be recognized and transformed into 
metadata. This is information about: 

(a) events,  
(b) news,  
(c) people,  
(d) time,  
(e) music,  
(f) movies,  
(g) TV series,  
(h) talk shows,  
(i) attitudes,  
(j) travel,  
(k) geographical notions and locations,  
(l) books. 

 
These knowledge types are reflected in Linking Open Data resources, and will be 
fundamental in the choice of knowledge bases that will be chosen from these resources.  
 
Social: Social knowledge types are derived from metadata available in social networking 
formats, such as the information in FOAF.  
 
 

7.1.4 Knowledge Bases to Adopt 
 
Linking Open Data has numerous knowledge bases which are not all relevant for the task of 
processing TV content and the use cases. For this reason we will incorporate just a couple 
of knowledge bases which describe general knowledge, movies, people, geographical 
locations, books, music. These are well represented in the resources by the following 
databases, which will be adopted in our experiments: DBPedia, Linked MDB, Freebase, 
Revyu, FOAF, Geonames, MusicBrainz, RDF BookMashup, Gutenberg. In addition to 
Linking Open Data we will try to incorporate the information from TheTVDB and some others 
into the chain of representations. 
 
Based on the selected knowledge types, we will be able to cover  content related to movies, 
to general knowledge, to geographical locations, music, books, authors, and social 
networks, and issue structured metadata for them.  
 
The adopted knowledge bases will be loaded in the semantic repository OWLIM which is 
used by the KIM platform. The process of merging the knowledge bases presents a problem 
of scale and consistency, which will be further investigated and resolved in the course of the 
project.  
 
 

8. What can be retrieved – a BBC Synopsis Perspective 
 

Free text contains hidden information that we aim to catch and transform into enriched 
metadata. The semantic annotation approach detects named entities, and it is necessary to 
identify what kinds of named entities are sensible to be recognized in the context of TV 
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content enrichment.  For this purpose we analyze the areas which contain free text in BBC 
raw XML data, and determine the scope of coverage of named entities recognition.  

8.1 BBC Synopsis 

 
BBC raw XML data have free text in four sections: title, short synopsis, medium synopsis 
and long synopsis. The titles are expressions of several words which rarely contains 
information that can be enriched.  
 

Example: 
Title: 
Frozen Planet 
Title: 
Out and About in Lancashire 
Title: 
Sunday Sports Hour 
Title: 
Boxing Day Sport 
Title: 
Getting To Know Agatha Christie 
Title: 
Pick of the Year Part 1 

 

The synopsis are short descriptions of the shows, several word expressions or a sentence. 
In most cases the difference between the short, the medium and the long synopsis is 
minimal. In many cases they are identical, 
 

Example:   
Short Synopsis: 
The best of Lisa's interviews! 
Long Synopsis: 
The best of Lisa's interviews! 

 
Example: 
Short Synopsis: 
Sunday Sportsound wraps up the afternoon's main sports news, with reports and  

            interviews 
Medium Synopsis: 
Sunday Sportsound wraps up the afternoon's main sports news, with reports and  

            interviews 
Long Synopsis: 
Sunday Sportsound wraps up the afternoon's main sports news, with reports and  

            interviews 
 
or they differ with one phrase or a sentence,  
  

Example: 
Short Synopsis: 
Joe's been in the music industry for 50 years, and talks to Ged Robinson about his  

            career. 
Long Synopsis: 
Joe has been in the music industry for 50 years, he talks to Ged Robinson about his  

            career and an album that was recorded live at The Globe Stockton. 
 
and with just contact information added.  
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Example: 
Short Synopsis: 
Advice and guidance to those interested in building a library of jazz recordings. 
Long Synposis: 
Advice and guidance to those interested in building a library of jazz recordings. 

            Get in touch... jazz.library@bbc.co.uk Call: 03700 100 300 
 
Synopsis rarely contain person names, locations or organizations, the classical named 
entities. They are more like extended titles, containing general concepts which give 
information about the type (genre) of the show and the topic of the show. The examples 
below show that the expressions music programmes, concerts, music mix, interviews, 
famous figures, local characters, etc. indicate the type of the show.  
 

Example: 
Short Synposis: 
Afternoon broadcast, featuring music programmes and concerts 

 
Example: 
Short Synposis: 
Hot topics, a varied music mix, and interviews with famous figures and  

  local characters 
 

Example: 
Long Synposis: 
Join David Dunseith and the Talkback team every weekday. For news, views and 
your on-air reaction to all the breaking stories of the day, be they politics, health, 
consumer issues, education 

 
Example: 
Long Synposis: 
Exploring the life and works of composers. Get in touch... 
composeroftheweek@bbc.co.uk Call: 03700 100 300 

 
The descriptions of the types (genre) of the show and the topic of the show is hidden 
information which we can consider to be referred to with by named entities. Thus, it is 
necessary to create a classification of related entities pertaining to types of shows and topics 
of the shows that can be recognized in the information extraction part of the process of 
semantic annotation.   
 

8.2 Relevant Hidden Information 

 
The relevant for the purposes of metadata enrichment from TV content information which 
sits in the synopsis, and will be processed with the methods of semantic annotation is the 
following: 
 

• Person names - Russel Walker 
• Sports team names – Tottenham Hotspur 
• Band names – U2 
• Geographical locations - Lancaster 
• Calendar Holidays - Christmas 
• Topics – music, country music, cooking, literature, finance, politics   
• Genre – news, talk shows 
• Generic concepts – Federal Elections 
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As shown in section 5., we will aim to enrich this entities with DBpedia entries. 
 

8.2.1  Person Names 
 
The most common person names found in the synopsis are the names of journalists and 
presenters. 
 

Example: 
Owen Bennett-Jones talks to 3 people experiencing the fall out in the financial 
industry after the collapse of Lehman Brothers. 

 
Some of them have entries in DBPedia, as it is the case of Owen Bennett-Jones and Ralph 
McLean. 
 
 Example of a DBpedia entry: 

dbpedia2:abstract Owen Bennett-Jones is a journalist for BBC Online and is 
presently one of the hosts for "The Interview" on the BBC World Service. He has also 
been a presenter for Newshour and was the BBC correspondent in such countries as 
Romania, Pakistan, and Vietnam among others. He is also the writer of Pakistan: Eye 
of the Storm, an acclaimed book exploring the country's politics and culture. He has 
also contributed to the Lonely Planet guide to Pakistan. Mr Jones won the Sony 
Radio Gold Award in the News Journalist of the Year category for 2008. He has 
written for key British newspapers including The Guardian, Financial Times and The 
Independent. He was educated at the London School of Economics and Oxford 
University. Owen's brother is Peter Bennett-Jones, the chairman of Tiger Aspect 
Television. Peter's talent agencies, PBJ and KBJ Management, look after artists and 
broadcasters including Rowan Atkinson, Eddie Izzard, Vic Reeves and Bob Mortimer, 
and Kirsty Young; and in 2000, the film arm of his production empire made 'Billy 
Elliot'.@en 

 
 

Example: 
Short Synopsis: 
Ralph McLean explores the cutting edge of country 
Medium Synopsis: 
Ralph McLean explores the cutting edge of country, introducing a mix of the best of 
Nashville, Americana, Cajun and folk roots 
Long Synopsis: 
Ralph McLean explores the cutting edge of country, introducing a mix of the best of 
Nashville, Americana, Cajun and folk roots 

 
Example of a DBpedia entry: 
dbpedia2:abstract Ralph McLean is a Northern Irish TV presenter, Radio DJ, arts 
commentator, producer, scriptwriter and newspaper columnist.@en 

 
Identity resolution of person names 
 

The recognized and matched in DBPedia person names present further processing 
difficulties: 
 

(a) Some recognized person names in BBC synopsis match a different person in 
DBPedia than the one refered to in BBC synopsis. We need to be able to determine that no 
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match should be made. The example of the synopsis below refers to the presenter Paul 
Moore, and the DBpedia entry is about the Right Reverend Paul Moore.  

  
Example: 
Long Synopsis: 
Paul Moore presents a topical magazine programme on Foyle. From the serious to 
the ridiculous, Paul will reflect life in the North West in his inimitable style 

           DBPedia: 
Paul Moore (* 15. November 1919; † 1. Mai 2003) war ein US-amerikanischer 
Bischof der Episkopalkirche der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika in New York.@de 
dbpedia2:abstract The Right Reverend Paul Moore, Jr. (November 15, 1919 - May 
1, 2003) was a bishop of the Episcopal Church and served as the 13th Bishop of 
New York. During his lifetime, he was perhaps the best known Episcopal clergyman 
in the United States, and among the best known Christian clergy in any 
denomination.@en 
 
(b) Some recognized person names in BBC synopsis match several people in 

DBPedia. We have to be able to find the correct referent  
 

For example, Patrick Hannan has three referents in DBPedia, one of which is to the 
Welsh TV and radio presenter, refered to in the BBC synopsis. 

 
Example: 
Patrick Hannan rounds up the latest developments in Welsh politics, whether at the 
Welsh Assembly, Westminster or across in Brussels. 
 
DBPedia: 
Patrick Hannan@en  
dbpedia2:hasPhotoCollection http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/flickrwr... 

dbpedia2:abstract Patrick Hannan may refer to: Paddy Hannan (1840–1925), Irish-born 
gold prospector in Australia Patrick Hannan, Welsh television and radio presenter Patrick 
Hannan, British musician with The Sundays@en  

dbpedia2:wikilink dbpedia3:Paddy_Hannan  
dbpedia2:wikilink dbpedia3:Patrick_Hannan_%28presenter%29  
dbpedia2:wikilink dbpedia3:Patrick_Hannan_%28musician%29 rdfs:comment Patrick 

Hannan may refer to: Paddy Hannan (1840–1925), Irish-born gold prospector in Australia 
Patrick Hannan, Welsh television and radio presenter Patrick Hannan, British musician 
with The Sundays@en foaf:page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Han...  
 

 
(c) Some recognized person names in BBC synopsis do not match anything in 

DBPedia. These are more than 80% of the cases, based on our rough estimation on a 
representative sample of BBC data. It is necessary to find a different source of information, 
which will provide information about BBC presenters and hosts. 

 
 Example: 

Zog Ziegler, Claire Bolderson, Alex Belfield 
 
 (d) Some recognized person names in BBC are literary protagonists, which 

correctly  match in DBPedia. For example, Jules Maigret, Georges Simenon’s detective has 
an entry in DBpedia.  

 
Example: 
Georges Simenon's detective, Jules Maigret, uses his unique style to investigate 

crimes. Programme following rally driver Wyn Humphreys 
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DBPedia: 
dbpedia2:abstract Jules Maigret, known as (Commissaire) Maigret to most people, 
including his wife, is a fictional police detective, created by writer Georges 
Simenon. Some of his trademark features are his pipes, his mixed approach to 
detecting, and his fondness for alcohol. 

 
We need a mechanism to distinguish between relevant person names and irrelevant person 
names, and solve classical issues of identity resolution.   
 
 
 
 Relevance of DBpedia information for content enrichment 
 
DBpedia contains a wealth of information. The entries about people contain different kinds of 
information, which will become accessible for the recommendation services through the 
process of metadata enrichment.  The question arises about how relevant it would be to 
make use of all accessible information about the birthplace of a journalist or a presenter, 
provided we have correctly identified him. For example, we have access to the information 
about the birthplace of a journalist or a presenter, and we are asking ourselves how relevant 
it would be to make use of the information about this birthplace. 
  

Example: 
Frank Hennessy with the best in traditional and contemporary folk and acoustic 
music, including the gig guide.  
DBPedia: 
dbpedia2:abstract Frank Hennessy (born 2 February 1947, in Cardiff, Glamorgan, 
Wales) is a Welsh folk singer and radio presenter. Born into Cardiff's Irish 
community, Hennessy was used to performance in front of his family by the time his 
father gave him a guitar aged 13. 

 
It is also questionable how informative and relevant it would be to retrieve geographical 
locations in contexts like in the example below, where Indian matchmaker is not the focus 
of the expression. So,  how relevant it is to obtain the example below when asking about 
India. 

 
Example: 
Traditional Indian matchmaker Aneela Rahman helps Brits find love in just four  

      weeks (do you want to match this when asking for India?) 
  

8.2.2  Sports team names 
 

The sports teams names are mostly represented with entries in DBPedia.  
 
Example: 
Tottenham Hotspur 
DBPedia: 
Tottenham Hotspur Football Club (Clwb Pêl-droed Tottenham Hotspur)@cy 
 

Many synopsis contain reference to a distinct sport too. This is information about the type 
(genre) of the program and in our opinion should be collected.   
 

Example: 
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Live coverage form St Peter of the annual inter-insular rugby match between Jersey 
and Guernsey introduced by Roger Bara with commentary from Alex South and 
Richard Collinson. 

 
 

8.2.3  Band names 
 

The band names are also represented in DBPedia, which gives a lot of information about the 
band itself, concerts, history and about related musical styles and concert venues. For 
example, U2 has information attached about the hall Madison Square Garden, about the 
musical style Post Punk, about a concert in November 2005. 

 
Example: 

 U2 
DBPedia: 
dbpedia2:subt_percent_E3_percent_ADtulo dbpedia3:Madison_Square_Garden 
dbpedia2:subt_percent_E3_percent_ADtulo dbpedia3:Noviembre_de_2005 
dbpedia2:estilo dbpedia3:Pop_rock dbpedia2:estilo dbpedia3:Post_punk 
dbpedia2:estilo dbpedia3:M%C3%BAsica_rock dbpedia2:estilo 
dbpedia3:Rock_alternativo dbpedia2:miembros dbpedia3:The_Edge 
dbpedia2:miembros dbpedia3:Adam_Clayton dbpedia2:miembros 
dbpedia3:Bono_%28m%C3%BAsico%29 dbpedia2:miembros 
dbpedia3:Larry_Mullen  

 
 

8.2.4 Geographical locations 
 

The geographical locations appear in DBPedia. As with the person names, some of them  
refer to more than one place, so it is necessary to know how to distinguish the correct 
reference. For example, Lancaster has multiple entries referring to different locations in 
different states of the USA and the United Kingdom.  

 
Example:  
Lancaster 
DBPedia: 
dbpedia2:wikilink dbpedia3:Lincoln%2C_Nebraska dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_California dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Illinois dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Kansas dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Kentucky dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Lancashire dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Massachusetts dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Minnesota dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Missouri dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_New_Brunswick dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_New_Hampshire dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Ohio dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_Pennsylvania dbpedia2:wikilink 
dbpedia3:Lancaster%2C_South_Carolina dbpedia2:wikilink d 

 
In addition, some geographical locations are also person names, which implies that a 
processing layer will be needed to distinguish between these two different referents.  
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8.2.5 Calendar Holidays 
 

The most common calendar holidays are present in DBPedia.  
 

Example: 
Christmas 
DBPedia: 
rdfs:label Holidays in the United Kingdom@en 

            dc:subject dbpedia3:Category:Christmas core:subject dbpedia3:Category:Christmas  
 

BBC synopsis contain reference to such holidays both explicitly and through other 
expressions, such as carols for Chrismas carols,  

 
 Example: 

            annual Salvation Army Carol Concert 
 

This kind of information requires additional dictionaries and description of the calendar 
holiday domains, which will enable us to make reference to calendar holidays through these 
expressions. 

 

8.2.6 Topics 
 
The topics are the most commonly present in BBC synopsis. The sample of synopsis that we 
analysed contains topics such as  music, country music, cooking, literature, finance, 
politics, sports. The information about the topic is sometimes expressed by related 
expressions, which have to be catched as named entities. For example,  
 

Example: 
(a) Norwich City players take on Ipswich footballers in a derby with a difference 
(b) Owen Bennett-Jones talks to 3 people experiencing the fall out in the financial 
industry after the collapse of Lehman Brothers 
(c) Conor Bradford reviews the day's politcal events at Stormont, home of the 
Northern Ireland Assembly 
(d) Another in the series of debates featuring a panel with expert inside knowledge. 
This debate features a group of Nobel Prize-winning economists. 
(e) So, what has the county got to offer that will tempt you out of the armchair. 
 

These related expressions need to be organized in domain dictionaries, and mapped to 
ontologies or other meta-descriptions.  
 

8.2.7 Other Generic concepts  
 

The synopsis contain other named entities describing more generic concepts such as 
Federal Elections,  The Service of Remembrance, Boxing Day, Liberation Day, Polar 
Regions. These generic concepts provide with information that can be enriched. That is why 
it is important to collect them and find a way to describe them as content which will produce 
enriched metadata.  

 

8.3  Genre  

 

Except for the topics, BBC synopsis contains information about the genre of the broadcast, 
is it newscast, is it a talk show, etc. This information is rarely given explicitly, but can be 
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inferred from the language expressions depicting the synopsis. For example, “talk about” 
and “co-hosts a debate” can be associated with talk shows, relax with “great music”  
with musical shows, and “world news”  with newscasts. 

 
(a) Ros Atkins and Allan Little are in the USA to talk about the upcoming  
      Presidential Election. 
(b) "Remembering Buddy" Mandy looks back at the story of Buddy Holly. 
(c) Ros Atkins co-hosts a debate from LA discussing what the world wants from   

                 America in the run-up to the Presidential Election. 
(d) Only the BBC brings you world news every half hour. 
(e) Chris Stone meets the men and women from Jersey who work in LondonâC™s   
     West End and goes behind the scenes of live professional theatre. 

            (f) Relax on Boxing Day evening with great music and banter. 
 

This can be achieved by working out the information extraction capabilities in the semantic 
annotation approach.  
 

8.3.1  BBC classification of genre 
 
Except for the synopsis and titles BBC has presented in their program description and a tag 
about genre. BBC genre is a structure representation of the broadcast genres in an ontology 
like format. The genre is divided into 11 subgroups: 
 
wheather, sport, religion and ethics, news, music, learning, 
factual, entertainment, drama, comedy, children 

 
which are subdivided into further groups. 
 
For example, drama has the following subgroups:  

action and adventure,  
biographical,  
classic and period,  
crime,  
historical,  
horror and supernatural,  
legal and courtroom,  
medical,  
musical,  
political,  
psychological,  
relationships and romance,  
scifi and fantasy,  
soaps,  
spiritual,  
thriller,  
war and disaster,  
western 

 
 
These concepts appear very rarely in the text of the synopsis. It is very difficult to retrieve 
information which can be represented in this structure from the texts. As it was shown, 
however, the text of the synopsis contains information about the type of the broadcast and 
its genre, which can be enriched and become a supplement to BBC genre classification. It 
would be interesting to attempt to match the retrievable from the texts concepts with the 
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concepts described in BBC genre classification for the purposes of producing enriched 
metadata. This is our intention. 
  
 

9. How to Process Newscasts – RAI Perspective 
 
Newscasts present a combination of video and textual information. The textual information is  
acquired from the audio stream with speech to text techniques. Processing newcasts 
present the challenge of developing methods of enriching both the textual input and the 
video input of a single newscast with metadata. This is the subject of use case 7a and RAI 
perspective. They are described in the following sections.  

9.1 RAI available textual raw data 

 
The RAI textual raw data consists in newscast transcriptions (i.e. automatic speech 
recognition outputs) which  are made available to the project by mean of xml files adherent 
to the PrestoSpace [15] metadata schema[16].These files, coming out from the ANTS 
platform[17], contain all the known information for the single editorial object each of them 
represents: identification and basic description, publication date time and channel, as well as 
the text derived from the speech and other automatically extracted metadata. 
 
Example XML for a newscast: 
 
Example of identification and basic description 
............. 
  <pmeta:ProgrammeTitleHistory> 
    <pmeta:OriginalProgrammeTitle> 
      <pmeta:Language>        
<pmeta:LanguageCode>urn:ebu:metadata:cs:ISO739_1LanguageCodeCS:2007:IT</pme
ta:LanguageCode> 
      </pmeta:Language> 
      <pmeta:ProgrammeTitle>TG1</pmeta:ProgrammeTitle> 
      <pmeta:ProgrammeSubtitle>Edizione 20:00</pmeta:ProgrammeSubtitle> 
    </pmeta:OriginalProgrammeTitle> 
  </pmeta:ProgrammeTitleHistory> 
</Titles> 
.................... 
 
  <TrackType name="Audio"/> 
  <TrackType name="Video"/> 
</TrackTypes> 
<Realisations> 
  <Material qualityLevel="Browsing" UMID="unknown" duration="2095160"> 
    <Tracks> 
      <Track number="0" type="Video"/> 
      <Track number="1" type="Audio"/> 
      <Track number="2" type="Audio"/> 
    </Tracks> 
    <Source> 
      <File md5_checksum="96a175e722ac7aa60a162a3611be13e2" 
format="video/wmv" name="ANTS_1246646936.61.asf" 
num_bytes_qty="106508520"/> 
    </Source> 
  </Material> 
  <Material qualityLevel="Browsing" UMID="unknown" duration="2095920"> 
    <Tracks> 
      <Track number="0" type="Audio"/> 
      <Track number="1" type="Audio"/> 
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    </Tracks> 
    <Source> 
      <File md5_checksum="c6f00d8912d2daa35f24f9f391eb0f15" 
format="audio/mp3" name="ANTS_1246646936.61.mp3" num_bytes_qty="8384832"/> 
    </Source> 
  </Material> 
</Realisations> 
<Identifiers> 
  <pmeta:Identifier> 
    <pmeta:IdentifierType>      
<pmeta:IdentifierTypeCode>http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/ebu_IdentifierTypeC
odeCS.xml#1.6</pmeta:IdentifierTypeCode> 
    </pmeta:IdentifierType> 
    <pmeta:IdentifierNumber>TECA19979</pmeta:IdentifierNumber> 
  </pmeta:Identifier> 
  <pmeta:Identifier> 
    <pmeta:IdentifierType>      
<pmeta:IdentifierTypeCode>http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/ebu_IdentifierTypeC
odeCS.xml#17</pmeta:IdentifierTypeCode> 
    </pmeta:IdentifierType> 
    <pmeta:IdentifierNumber>TO+SUPPORTO19979</pmeta:IdentifierNumber> 
  </pmeta:Identifier> 
</Identifiers> 
<OriginalClassification> 
  <pmeta:ClassificationIndex> 
    <pmeta:ClassificationData> 
      <pmeta:ClassificationTerm>        
<pmeta:ClassificationTermCode>http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/ebu_IntentionCo
deCS.xml#1.2.2</pmeta:ClassificationTermCode> 
        
<pmeta:ClassificationTermName>Information</pmeta:ClassificationTermName> 
      </pmeta:ClassificationTerm> 
    </pmeta:ClassificationData> 
    <pmeta:ClassificationData> 
      <pmeta:ClassificationTerm>        
<pmeta:ClassificationTermCode>http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/ebu_EditorialFo
rmatCodeCS.xml#2.1.1</pmeta:ClassificationTermCode> 
        
<pmeta:ClassificationTermName>Bulletin</pmeta:ClassificationTermName> 
      </pmeta:ClassificationTerm> 
    </pmeta:ClassificationData> 
  </pmeta:ClassificationIndex> 
</OriginalClassification> 
  <pmeta:RoleDetails> 
    <pmeta:RoleType>      
<pmeta:RoleTypeCode>http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/ebu_RoleCodeCS.xml#20.28<
/pmeta:RoleTypeCode> 
    </pmeta:RoleType> 
    <pmeta:ContributionDetails 
xmlns:m="http://www.prestospace.org/MAD/DataModel/xml-schema" 
xmlns:pm12="http://www.ebu.ch/P_META"> 
      <pmeta:ContributorDetails> 
        <pmeta:OrganisationDetails> 
          <pmeta:OrganisationName>Rai - Radiotelevisione 
Italiana</pmeta:OrganisationName> 
        </pmeta:OrganisationDetails> 
      </pmeta:ContributorDetails> 
    </pmeta:ContributionDetails> 
  </pmeta:RoleDetails> 
</Contributions> 
................. 
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Example of publication date time and channel 
.............. 
  <PublicationDetails> 
    <pmeta:PublicationDetails> 
      <pmeta:PublicationEventTransmissionService> 
        <pmeta:OrganisationName>Rai - Radiotelevisione 
Italiana</pmeta:OrganisationName> 
        <pmeta:ServiceName>rai1</pmeta:ServiceName> 
      </pmeta:PublicationEventTransmissionService> 
      <pmeta:FirstPublicationEventStart> 
        <pmeta:Date>2009-07-03</pmeta:Date> 
        <pmeta:Time>17:56:57.85</pmeta:Time> 
      </pmeta:FirstPublicationEventStart> 
      
<pmeta:PublicationEventLiveTransmissionFlag>true</pmeta:PublicationEventLiv
eTransmissionFlag> 
    </pmeta:PublicationDetails> 
  </PublicationDetails> 
</Publications> 
....................... 
 
Example of the text derived from the speech  
................... 
  <mp7:StructuralUnit href="urn:x-mpeg-7-
davp:cs:StructuralUnitCS:2005:vis.programme"/> 
  <mp7:TemporalDecomposition criteria="speaker turns"> 
  ......... 
    <mp7:AudioSegment xsi:type="mp7:AudioSegmentType" id="SPID_13"> 
      <mp7:Header provenance="ASR" xsi:type="mp7:SpeakerInfoType"> 
        <mp7:SpokenLanguage>IT</mp7:SpokenLanguage> 
        <mp7:Person> 
          <mp7:Name> 
            <mp7:GivenName>spk8</mp7:GivenName> 
            <mp7:FamilyName>voce maschile 3 [Studio]</mp7:FamilyName> 
          </mp7:Name> 
        </mp7:Person> 
      </mp7:Header> 
      <mp7:StructuralUnit href="urn:x-mpeg-7-
davp:cs:StructuralUnitCS:2005:speaker.turn"> 
        <mp7:Name>Speaker Turn</mp7:Name> 
      </mp7:StructuralUnit> 
      <mp7:MediaTime> 
        <mp7:MediaTimePoint>T00:02:08:7F25</mp7:MediaTimePoint> 
        <mp7:MediaDuration>P0DT0H0M19S16N25F</mp7:MediaDuration> 
      </mp7:MediaTime> 
      <mp7:TemporalDecomposition criteria="syncs"> 
        <mp7:AudioSegment xsi:type="mp7:AudioSegmentType" id="SYNCID_13_1"> 
          <mp7:StructuralUnit href="urn:x-mpeg-7-
davp:cs:StructuralUnitCS:2005:sync.words"> 
            <mp7:Name>Words</mp7:Name> 
          </mp7:StructuralUnit> 
          <mp7:TextAnnotation> 
            <mp7:FreeTextAnnotation>IN QUESTA STRUTTURA CHE HA RESISTITO 
BENE QUELLE CHE SONO STATE LO SCORSO APRILE MA CHE E' IN GRADO DI UN 
SISTEMA CHE POSSA ESSERE MESSA AL BANDO QUESTI GIORNI I LAVORI CONTINUANO I 
PREPARATIVI CONTINUANO OVVIAMENTE NON ABBIAMO PREDISPOSTO TUTTE QUELLE 
MISURE ANCHE IN TERMINI DI SICUREZZA AGGIUNTIVE SONO NECESSARI PER UN 
VERTICE IMPORTANTE </mp7:FreeTextAnnotation> 
          </mp7:TextAnnotation> 
          <mp7:MediaTime> 
            <mp7:MediaTimePoint>T00:02:08:7F25</mp7:MediaTimePoint> 
            <mp7:MediaDuration>P0DT0H0M19S16N25F</mp7:MediaDuration> 
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          </mp7:MediaTime> 
        </mp7:AudioSegment> 
      </mp7:TemporalDecomposition> 
    </mp7:AudioSegment> 
   ............ 
  </mp7:TemporalDecomposition> 
  ............................. 
</mp7:AudioSegment> 
................... 
 
Example of other automatically extracted metadata 
................... 
  <mp7:StructuralUnit href="urn:x-mpeg-7-
davp:cs:StructuralUnitCS:2005:vis.programme"/> 
  <mp7:TemporalDecomposition criteria="visual shots"> 
    <mp7:Header xsi:type="mp7:DescriptionMetadataType"> 
      <mp7:Instrument> 
        <mp7:Tool> 
          <mp7:Name>it.rai.crit.shotfinder</mp7:Name> 
        </mp7:Tool> 
      </mp7:Instrument> 
    </mp7:Header> 
    <mp7:VideoSegment xsi:type="mp7:ShotType" id="s4a4e46691csk"> 
      <mp7:StructuralUnit href="urn:x-mpeg-7-
davp:cs:StructuralUnitCS:2005:vis.shot"> 
        <mp7:Name>Shot</mp7:Name> 
      </mp7:StructuralUnit> 
      <mp7:MediaTime> 
        <mp7:MediaTimePoint>T00:00:00:0F25</mp7:MediaTimePoint> 
        <mp7:MediaDuration>P0DT0H0M13S13N25F</mp7:MediaDuration> 
      </mp7:MediaTime> 
      <mp7:TemporalDecomposition criteria="key frames full quality"> 
        <mp7:VideoSegment id="kfq4a4e46691csk"> 
          <mp7:MediaLocator> 
            
<mp7:MediaUri>20090703/1750/4746930a7e4a4e46691cd.jpg</mp7:MediaUri> 
          </mp7:MediaLocator> 
          <mp7:StructuralUnit href="urn:x-mpeg-7-
davp:cs:StructuralUnitCS:2005:vis.keyframe"> 
            <mp7:Name>Keyframe full quality</mp7:Name> 
          </mp7:StructuralUnit> 
          <mp7:MediaTime> 
            <mp7:MediaTimePoint>T00:00:00:0F25</mp7:MediaTimePoint> 
            <mp7:MediaDuration>P0DT0H0M13S13N25F</mp7:MediaDuration> 
          </mp7:MediaTime> 
        </mp7:VideoSegment> 
      </mp7:TemporalDecomposition> 
      <mp7:TemporalDecomposition criteria="key frames low quality"> 
        <mp7:VideoSegment id="klq4a4e46691csk"> 
          <mp7:MediaLocator> 
            
<mp7:MediaUri>20090703/1750/4746930a7e4a4e46691ct.jpg</mp7:MediaUri> 
          </mp7:MediaLocator> 
          <mp7:StructuralUnit href="urn:x-mpeg-7-
davp:cs:StructuralUnitCS:2005:vis.keyframe"> 
            <mp7:Name>Keyframe low quality</mp7:Name> 
          </mp7:StructuralUnit> 
          <mp7:MediaTime> 
            <mp7:MediaTimePoint>T00:00:00:0F25</mp7:MediaTimePoint> 
            <mp7:MediaDuration>P0DT0H0M13S13N25F</mp7:MediaDuration> 
          </mp7:MediaTime> 
        </mp7:VideoSegment> 
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      </mp7:TemporalDecomposition> 
    </mp7:VideoSegment> 
   ........................ 
  </mp7:TemporalDecomposition> 
  ................... 
</mp7:VideoSegment> 
................... 
<mp7:TemporalDecomposition criteria="editorial parts audiovideo"> 
 <mp7:Header xsi:type="mp7:DescriptionMetadataType"> 
  <mp7:Instrument> 
    <mp7:Tool> 
      <mp7:Name>it.rai.audiovideo.NewsEditorialPartsSegmenter</mp7:Name> 
    </mp7:Tool> 
  </mp7:Instrument> 
 </mp7:Header> 
 <mp7:AudioVisualSegment> 
  <mp7:Header xsi:type="EditorialObjectHeaderType"> 
    <EditorialObject duration="21360" name="part0" 
id="ANTS_1246646936.61part0"> 
      <TrackTypes> 
        <TrackType name="Video"/> 
        <TrackType name="Audio"/> 
      </TrackTypes> 
    </EditorialObject> 
  </mp7:Header> 
  <mp7:StructuralUnit href="urn:x-mpeg-7-
davp:cs:StructuralUnitCS:2005:editorial.part"/> 
  <mp7:CreationInformation> 
    <mp7:Creation> 
      <mp7:Title/> 
    </mp7:Creation> 
    <mp7:Classification> 
      <mp7:Genre type="main" 
href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/ebu_ContentGenreCS.xml#3.1.1"/> 
    </mp7:Classification> 
    <mp7:RelatedMaterial> 
      <mp7:MediaLocator/> 
    </mp7:RelatedMaterial> 
  </mp7:CreationInformation> 
  <mp7:MediaTime> 
    <mp7:MediaTimePoint>T00:00:00:0F25</mp7:MediaTimePoint> 
    <mp7:MediaDuration>P0DT0H0M21S9N25F</mp7:MediaDuration> 
  </mp7:MediaTime> 
 </mp7:AudioVisualSegment> 
 ........ 
</mp7:TemporalDecomposition> 
.................. 
 

 

9.2 ANTS for raw data 

 
The “Personalized semantic news” use case foresees automatic metadata and content 
enrichment on single news items provided as input by an external feed laying at the 
beginning of the use case chain. 
Each news item should be enriched by linking to a set of related contents (i.e. having a 
specific relationship based on the main concept of the news item itself). Other activities that 
could be done include named entities recognition and categorisation, content summarisation 
etc. 
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In order to obtain this added value the enrichment tools need as input a certain amount of 
raw data. 
The “Personalized semantic news” use case will provide raw data by means of the outputs of 
the RAI platform ANTS (Automatic Newscast Transcription System). 
ANTS is an integrated system for the automatic acquisition and automatic metadata 
extraction of radio and television programmes, it is made up by several components, 
integrated within a unified architecture. 
ANTS can identify story boundaries1, extract texts from spoken content, classify stories by 
subject, link external relevant information coming from the web, all within a flexible and 
extensible architecture. 
 
 

9.3 ANTS architecture 

 
The system has been designed to be highly distributed and scalable. Its main components 
are a centralised workflow engine and a collection of generic clients, each configured to 
carry out a specific task of the overall process, such as the speech-to-text activity or the 
news story segmentation. 
The clients communicate with the workflow engine via web protocols, get the waiting jobs, 
operate them and notify their success/failure. Such an approach, described in Fig. 14 , 
allows the good scaling of the system as required for the needed throughput. 
All the metadata produced are collected within a centralised repository until the final   stage 
where a delivery package is produced including audiovisual material and the metadata 
expressed as well known xml formats. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1
 Good results are achieved with Italian newscast programmes 
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Figure 14. The ANTS architecture 

 
 

9.4 ANTS analysis tools for “Personalized semantic news” 

 
One of the most important added value given by the services we foresee in the use case is 
the possibility given to the user, to get in his home environment programme segments 
(instead of entire programmes) of his own interest, giving the possibility to enjoy all the 
tracks together or separately (audio, video, text, metadata and links to related external 
resources).  
The “Personalized semantic news” use case makes use of some of the ANTS outputs in 
order to achieve the above mentioned purpose. In particular ANTS will furnish the newscast 
programmes segmentation (i.e. news items boundaries) and the news item classification. 
 
 

9.5 Segmentation of news stories 

 
To reach this goal both aural and visual aspects are taken into consideration, with the help 
of a three-layered heuristic framework, deduced by the observation of editorial styles of a 
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statistically significant set of Italian newscast programmes, spanning approximately 40 hours 
(~80 programmes). 
The first heuristics, widely adopted in literature – e.g. by [18] – is that being able to detect 
boundaries of shots containing the anchorman is equivalent to detecting news story 
boundaries. 
To detect anchorman shots we use another heuristics, namely that the most frequent 
speaker is the anchorman and that he/she speaks for periods of time spreading right along 
the programme timeline. This allows us to select the most probable candidate speaker 
among the ones identified by a speaker-clustering process. 
But this is not enough, in fact with this approach it is not still possible to recognize  situations 
in which the anchorman introduces several brief stories in sequence without external 
contributions (e.g. reportages). 
To overcome this limitation we use the third heuristic, consisting of the knowledge that, in the 
great majority of observed cases, the introduction of a new brief story is accompanied by a 
camera shot change (e.g. from a close-up shot to a wider one). 
Therefore a video shot-clustering is also performed in order to optimize the accuracy in 
selecting the camera shot changes, so that it is possible to detect and classify shot clusters 
as pertaining to studio shots containing the anchorman, following the same 
frequency/extension heuristic used for detecting the candidate speaker. 
This double clustering process (both on audio and on video) enables a very simple and 
effective segmentation algorithm based on mutual coverage percentage of clusters. 
 
 

9.6 Subject classification  

 
In ANTS, automatic speech recognition is performed using a speech-to-text engine based on 
[19], which is capable of transcribing with a quite good accuracy both Italian and English. 
Subject classification of segmented stories is done using an open source software 
performing naive Bayesian classification whose model has been trained on a corpus made 
up of items of extracted text and annotated with a standard subject taxonomy of 28 classes.  
 
 
 

10. Multilingual Aspects of Metadata Enrichment  
 
The multi-lingual aspects of the enrichments and mappings of the NoTube project are mainly 
of direct concern to the vocabularies and data (e.g. movie, program and music information) 
that will be provided by the non-English content partners. For example, RAI, Engin Medya 
Hizmetlerito and Korea Telecom will have Italian, Turkish and Korean program data, which 
has to be mapped to the other vocabularies and ontologies which are mainly all in English.  
The way we will do this is to have ‘W3C Wordnet’2 as a bridge between the different 
vocabularies.   
 
Our goal is to have a consistent way of representing the linguistic mappings. Currently, the 
VUA is involved in the Cornetto project3 to create an RDF mapping between the Dutch 
‘wordnet’ and  W3C wordnet. Cornetto is a lexical semantic database for Dutch, covering 
over 92K lemmas (70K nouns, 9K verbs, 12K adjectives and 73 adverbs) corresponding to 
118K word meanings. The database includes the most generic and central part of the 
language. The database goes beyond the structure and content of Wordnet and FrameNet. 
It contains both vertical and horizontal semantic relations and combinatorial lexical 
                                                      
2
 http://www.w3.org/TR/wordnet-rdf/  
3
 http://www2.let.vu.nl/oz/cltl/cornetto/index.html  
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constraints such as multiword expressions, idioms and collocations on the one hand, and 
lexical functions and frames on the other. The concepts are aligned with W3C  Wordnet so 
that ontologies and domain labels are also imported. 
 
More specifically, the Cornetto databases contain: 

• 92,686 lemmas, including the most generic and central part of the language and a 
specialized database for the domain of financial law. 

• vertical semantic relations, e.g. hyponym and synonym relations; 
• horizontal semantic relations, such as roles, part-whole relations, causal relations; 
• combinatorial relations, such as lexical functions, sectional restrictions, collocations, 
• syntactic-semantic frames; 
• a top-level ontology; 
• an ontological typing of the lexical units; 
• a domain ontology (Wordnet Domains); 
• a domain labeling of the lexical units; 
• an equivalence mapping to synsets in WordNet2.0 and WordNet3.0; 
• morpho-syntactic information, including syntactic complementation frames; 

 
The method and representation of the mappings from the Dutch Wordnet to W3C Wordnet is 
proposed to be similar to some of the other mappings within the Notube project, like the 
Korean Wordnet.  
 
Below an example of a snapshot of the mapping between the Cornetto vocabulary (ie the 
‘Dutch Wordnet’) and W3C Wordnet: 

 
<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [ 
    <!ENTITY cornetto_s 'http://purl.org/vocabularies/cornetto/schema/'> 
    <!ENTITY cornetto_i 'http://purl.org/vocabularies/cornetto/instances/'> 
    <!ENTITY rdf 'http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#'> 
    <!ENTITY skos 'http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#'> 
    <!ENTITY wn20i 'http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/instances/'> 
    <!ENTITY wn20s 'http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/schema/'> 
]> 
<wn20s:NounSynset rdf:about="&cornetto;glaswerk:1"> 
  <cornetto_s:eqNearSynonym rdf:resource="&wn20i;synset-glass-noun-7"/> 
  <cornetto_s:eqNearSynonym rdf:resource="&wn20i;synset-glassware-noun-1"/> 
  <cornetto_s:eqNearSynonym rdf:resource="&wn20i;synset-looking_glass-noun-1"/> 
  <cornetto_s:hasHyponym rdf:resource="&cornetto_i;n_n-512660"/> 
  <cornetto_s:hasHyponym rdf:resource="&cornetto_i;n_n-518535"/> 
  <cornetto_s:domain rdf:resource="&cornetto_i;furniture"/> 
  <cornetto_s:hasHoloMadeOf rdf:resource="&cornetto_i;d_n-11379"/> 
  <cornetto_s:hasHyperonym rdf:resource="&cornetto_i;d_n-31632"/> 
  <cornetto_s:hasMeroMember rdf:resource="&cornetto_i;d_n-16997"/> 
  <cornetto_s:posSpecific xml:lang="en">NOUN_HET</cornetto_i:posSpecific> 
  <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="&cornetto_s;"/> 
  <wn20s:gloss xml:lang="nl">glazen gebruiksvoorwerpen;</wn20s:gloss> 
  <wn20s:senseLabel xml:lang="nl">glaswerk</wn20s:senseLabel> 
</wn20s:NounSynset> 

 
 
As said, we expect to use the same approach for mapping the Italian, Korean and Turkish 
concepts. For the mapping we will use SKOS and the Cornetto mapping Schema (see table 
1).  
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EQ_SYNONYM 
EQ_NEAR_SYNONYM 
EQ_HAS_HYPERONYM 
EQ_HAS_HYPERNYM  
EQ_HAS_HYPONYM 
EQ_HAS_HOLONYM 
EQ_HAS_MERONYM 
EQ_ROLE 
EQ_INVOLVED 
EQ_CO_ROLE  
EQ_IS_CAUSED_BY 
EQ_CAUSES 
EQ_BE_IN_STATE 
EQ_IS_STATE_OF 
EQ_HAS_SUBEVENT 
EQ_IS_SUBEVENT_OF 
EQ_UNSPECIFIED 
 

  (Table 1: overview of Cornetto mapping relations) 
 
 
 
To illustrate the above, we give the following example. Imagine that all Italian programs are 
annotated with category information like 
‘http://purl.org/vocabularies/Italian_prog_cats#documentario’  or 
‘http://purl.org/vocabularies/italianprogramcategories#radiogiornale’. A mapping of the 
documentario  to the W3C concept ‘documentary’ would be represented as follows: 
 

<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [ 
    <!ENTITY cornetto_s 'http://purl.org/vocabularies/cornetto/schema/'> 
    <!ENTITY cornetto_i 'http://purl.org/vocabularies/cornetto/instances/'> 
    <!ENTITY italian_prog_cats_i 'http://purl.org/vocabularies/Italian_prog_cats//'> 
    <!ENTITY rdf 'http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#'> 
    <!ENTITY skos 'http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#'> 
    <!ENTITY wn20i 'http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/instances/'> 
    <!ENTITY wn20s 'http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/schema/'> 
]> 
<wn20s:NounSynset rdf:about="&Italian_prog_cats:documentario"> 
  <cornetto_s:eqNearSynonym rdf:resource="&wn20i;synset-documentary-noun-1"/> 
  <wn20s:gloss xml:lang="it">Un lavoro, come ad esempio un film o programma 
televisivo, presentando politici, sociali, storiche o l'oggetto in un modo fattuale e 
informativo e spesso costituiti da effettivo notizie film o interviste accompagnati da 
narrazione.;</wn20s:gloss> 
  <wn20s:senseLabel xml:lang="it">documentario</wn20s:senseLabel> 
</wn20s:NounSynset> 

 
 
The above kind of mapping information will be used by the demonstrators from WP7, for 
example a recommender system that uses the BBC program categories can also work with 
the mapped Italian program categories. 
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11. Related Work  

11.1 Applications based on Metadata 

 
Interesting innovative features used in applications are enabled through the use of 
metadata. These applications do not use semantic annotation approach of metadata 
enrichment, but showcase use scenarios exploiting metadata in general. These are features 
that can be obtained using semantic annotation if the information to be processed comes in 
text form. 

11.2 Social Ranking 

 
Information about the social network of web users is adopted in the ranking algorithm of a 
new search engine (company Denver). The highest rankings are produced from information 
coming from the social network of the inquirer, lower are ranked the implicit relationships and 
further down come the generic web results. This ranking is made possible by utilizing the 
information of the metadata in the social networks.  

11.3 Movie Reviews 

 
Applications that feature movie reviews and interesting information around movies for 
example movie ratings, trailers, actors, directors, release dates etc. provide APIs linked to 
metadata (FilmCrave) http://blog.programmableweb.com/2009/03/18/filmcrave-releases-api-
for-movie-data/; http://filmcrave.com/api.php http://www.programmableweb.com/api/film-
crave.  
 
FilmCrave is used in another application HiDef 
http://www.programmableweb.com/mashup/hidef-dvd-and-blue-ray-shop/date; 
http://www.hidefdvd.com/ featuring information about movies and more precisely new and 
hard to find Blue Ray and DVD movies.  These two applications are connected through 
metadata.  

11.4 Enrichment with video material 

 
Different subject matters on the web can be enriched with material from YouTube. For 
example, travel guides include select video guides pulled via YouTube. 
http://www.programmableweb.com/mashup/10-top-us-cities-travel-guides http://new-york-
ny.hotelreser ...  Or a Forbes list of top most powerful celebrities is combined with video 
material from YouTube.  http://www.programmableweb.com/mashup/100-most-powerful-
celebrities http://www.mibazaar.com/top10 ...  This is achieved using the metadata in 
YouTube videos and in the websites with the travel guides and Forbes celebrities.   

11.4.1 Combining with shopping experience 
 

Metadata make possible the connection between Web feeds about upcoming TV shows, 
movies and celebrity news and merchandize from Amazon and eBay in a shopping 
experience. ActorTracker showcases such an application.  http://www.actortracker.com/ 
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11.5 Music Mashups 

Music collections showing live concerts by year and their location on Google maps. 
http://www.aworldofnirvana.co ...  Mp3 download and search website providing mp3s, 
videos, guitar tabs, lyrics and other resources http://altertunes.com/ use metadata to make 
the connection between the different relevant elements.  

11.6 News Catalogues  

EBU.ch metadata is XML presentation of news content: concepts and knowledge items for 
all G2-Standards in British English. They are: Business and Economy; Arts, Entertainment 
and Lifestyle; Accidents and Disasters; Election; In or About Europe and EU; Food crisis; In 
or about Middle East; Olympics; Religion; Health, Science and Technology; Sport News; 
Summit; Weather; Football World cup.  

11.7 Other Approaches to Metatagging and Metadata Enrichment  

 
A different way of metadata enrichment using authoring tools, manual bookmarking and 
linking data. Automatic metatagging has been used as an assistant in authoring processes, 
where metadata are used to push information to content authors. Manual tagging has been 
used to describe and categorize content on the web. The following sections give a brief 
overview of systems with such functionalities. 

11.7.1 Automatic Metatagging 
 
Authoring tools such as Zemanta http://www.crunchbase.com/company/zemanta 
 or OpenPublish http://newsbreaks.infotoday.com/nbReader.asp?ArticleId=52991 
use automatic metatagging to facilitate the authoring process. The metadata of the two 
applications are adapted to be understandable both by humans and by computers. The 
information from the metadata is used to push relevant text, images, categories to the 
authors and the authored websites. These two applications are using techniques similar to 
semantic annotation to detect and integrate relevant content. The technology used by 
OpenPublish describes the detected entities in RDF format. This is exactly the approach that 
semantic annotation is taking as described in section 3, whereas Zemanta produces 
metadata, which are in a not semantic web format.  

11.7.2 Manual Metatagging 
 
An alternative approach to automatic metatagging is manual metatagging, produced by 
humans. Tools are developed to facilitate the manual tagging process. For example, social 
bookmarking tool that allows users to annotate the contents of web pages by Wikipedia 
concepts which provide standartied and computer interpretable content – Faviki 
http://www.faviki.com/pages/welcome/. Metadata are being produced by humans which in 
the project Open Directory (Dmoz) elaborate the definitive catalog of the Web. This project is 
a data provider which lists and categorizes websites. Its results power the most popular 
search engines Netscape Search, AOL Search, Google, Lycos, HotBot, DirectHit 
http://www.dmoz.org/ 

11.7.3 Linking Data 
 
Interlinking data is also a way to produce metadata. Tools such as Silk 
http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/silk allow the specification of which links in RDF should 
be discovered between data sources and which conditions data items must fulfill in order to 
be interlinked. These link conditions make use of various similarity metrics. This approach of 
enabling automatic interlinking of data has no direct relation to semantic annotation and 
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metadata enrichment, but to the project as a whole and more precisely to the Linking Open 
Data cloud, as such a tool can help producing new elements of the cloud.  

11.7.4 Application of Natural Language Processing Techniques 
 
Natural language processing techniques are exploited in applications which need the 
transformation of unstructured text content into a structured content, interpretation. Such 
techniques enable the comparison of the topics and attitudes in two texts, and help 
advertising agencies decide whether to advertise on a given website or not, e.g. Amplify 
http://www.beet.tv/2009/03/amplify-.html. Such application is close to the use case adaptive 
advertising, but utilizes an approach different from semantic annotation, by analyzing the 
content of the full text and deriving the general meaning of its components.  
 
Other applications of natural language techniques that are closer to semantic annotation 
used in search engines enable the detection of facts in texts, and relationships between 
them. For example EyePlorer http://www.eyeplorer.com/eyePlorer/ uses this approach and  
derives an interesting user interface in the form of a chart displaying the proximity of all 
topics related to a given initial query. OpenCalais http://www.opencalais.com/ uses 
automatic semantic annotation and enriches the text content with metadata which is 
published in RDF format and enables search about facts, events and people. The approach 
of OpenCalais is the closest to the approach of semantic annotation we will adopt in this 
project.  
Expert System     
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/expert_system_semantic_advertising.php is another 
search engine which relies on analysis of natural language transforming the unstructured 
content into a data-semantic network, thus allowing higher quality search results without 
publishing the semantic network in RDF format. Another application close to the semantic 
web is Cypher http://www.monrai.com/products/cypher, which targets sproken language 
queries of semantic databases by using natural language analysis phrase analysis, a rich 
lexicon and word sense disambiguation to generate RDF graph and recognize named-
entities to be converted into FOAF instances, (cf. fig.9).  
 
 

 
Figure 15. Cypher 
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All this related work relates to the adopted by us approach of semantic annotation, the 
problem of metadata enrichment and use. They are intended to show the state of the art and 
position our project.   

12. Conclusion 
 
This report presented a state of the art of the problem of metadata enrichment for TV 
content. It splited the TV content into Media Content and Electronic Program Guides 
(EPGs), and outlined the methods necessary to acquire knowledge from them. The 
method of semantic annotation is described in detail featuring a twofold process of 
information extraction and identity resolution against a predefined ontology and 
knowledge base. Acquisition of knowledge from audio/video content like annotation 
of the region of interest and extraction of the sequence of interest were also 
explored. The semantic web technologies and the linking open data were adopted as 
most appropriate for our research objectives of deriving a model for metadata 
enrichment for TV content.  
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